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The exhibition industry has been undergoing a period
of rapid growth in China. As China has so long been
isolated from the rest of the world and its infrastructure
and communication network has not yet been well
established, exhibition can be used as an effective
marketing tool to actualize the relationship of time,
space, perception, value and ownership between the foreign
sellers and Chinese buyers. Its wide acceptance can be
indicated by the number of exhibitions being held in China
which has been tripled in the recent five years.
However, this trend would not continue forever. As
time goes by, the Chinese buyers will accumulate more
understanding on the outside world and much of the
separation with foreign sellers will be resolved by the
improvement of its infrastructure, especially the
communication network, and the development of other
marketing tools such as holding conferences in China. By
that time, which is most likely around five years later,
the significance of exhibition will change. Exhibition
held in the major and coastal cities will tend to be
specialized by industry while the generalized exhibitions
will be localized and shifted to the interior part of
China. Consumer products will also be displayed though
industrial products show'will still be the major stream.
Professional organizers should enhance the quality of their
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services in order to survive in'this extremely competitive
business. Furthermore, exhibition will include more and
more marketing activities so as to maximize its
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The People's Republic of China (abbreviated as China
hereinafter), as a great potential market, is very
attractive to many manufacturers. However, China seems to
be a special place where normal marketing channels are not
effective. Endusers in China are widely scattered in a
large geographical region where transportation and
communication facilities are not well developed. It is
difficult for the sellers to maintain adequate contact with
the Chinese endusers. Exhibition held in China, allowing
a large number of Chinese buyers to be exposed to foreign
products and services at the same time, is the most
effective way for the China traders and suppliers to
promote sales.
In recent years, more and more exhibitions were held
in China. In 1983, a total of more than 100 exhibitions
were organized. This number increased to about 250 in
1984. For the year 1985, more than 300 exhibitions are
scheduled to be held in China.' This trend reveals that
demand for exhibition is increasing and this marketing
channel becomes more popular and widely used by
manufacturers.
At the same time, the Chinese Export Commodities Fair
is no longer considered as the China's single most
important trading venue. It is reported by Business China
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that the fair meandered at its most leisurely pace thus
far through the traditional four weeks of trading. Many
old-time traders, used to staying in Canton for the month,
this time made short, courtesy visits. Delegations of
Chinese negotiators from around the country- whose numbers
were down this year- at times appeared to outnumber the
traders.2 This phenomena can be attributed to
diversifying channels for the foreign firms to meet the
Chinese businessmen. Exhibition, as well recognised and
supported by more foreign companies, is an alternative to
Canton Trade Fair in arranging meetings for buyers and
sellers.
Since 1980, organizing exhibitions in China has
become a business in itself. Many international
professional organizers extended their businesses in China
and put much effort in approaching China authorities for
contracts regarding the right to organize exhibition. In
Hong Kong, organizers specializing in China exhibition
emerged. These specialized organizers grew quickly in
number and in size. Up to now, there are more than ten
professional organizers for China exhibitions in Hong Kong.
As the exhibition industry has experienced a growing
stage for the last few years, the researchers find that
this is the time to conclude some experiences in the
development process and thus attempt to conduct a study on
this industry.
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II. SCOPE OF THE STUDY
.In this study, the environmental opportunities as
well as threats for the exhibition industry will be
discussed. This includes some background information on
the commercial style in China, the history of China trade
and present foreign trade system. As exhibition is
considered as a marketing tool in this study, it is thus
necessary to present other marketing tools prevailing in
China. The environmental scanning is followed by a close
examination on how an exhibition is organized. and on the
attitude and response of the participating parties, namely,
exhibitors, organizers and visitors. In this connection,
a framework is intended to be built to depict the general
procedure and practices in organizing exhibitions in China
as well as participating in these exhibitions in the light
of matching strengths and weaknesses of the company so as
to achieve better results. Moreover, the prospect of this




In this study, exhibition refers to an event where a
variety of products are physically displayed publicly. It
is an event where the participants can meet face to face
and therefore a venue and a specific time span for the
meeting should be organized and communicated beforehand.
By physically displayed, the products are brought to the
venue features of the products are shown and the
operations may be demonstrated. As a result, the
promotional pamphlets and catalogues, even with photos of
the products are not equivalent to exhibitions. However,
it can be argued that whether services can be displayed
physically or not while banks, consultancy companies,
travel agencies etc. do introduce their services by
participating in many exhibitions. Indeed, we limit the
scope of this study in physical product display. By
publicity, there is mass attendance meaning that a number
of exhibitors, of course, more than one, and many visitors
will participate in this event. It is differentiated from
sales showroom of a company or a mini-show organized by a
specific company to display its own products. In addition,
it is different from trade fair where display is just the
means to achieve its objective, i.e. sales/purchases of the
product. Throughout this paper, show, trade show is
used synonymously with exhibition.
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Urganlzer
.It is the organization/company who organizes the
exhibition for others and not for itself in displaying its
own products. As organizing exhibition becomes a business
in itself, organizer is limited to those professional
exhibition company in this study. Holding exhibitions in
China requires cooperations from sponsors, supporters,
co-organizers etc. who must be organizations in China.
Here, these China corporations are referred as China
partner while the organizers are restricted to those
companies outside China, mainly in Hong Kong, though the
findings and results can apply to foreign organizers.
Exhibitors
They are the companies who participate the exhibition
to show the products. In this study, exhibitors are
suppliers, either manufacturers or agents for the products.
They come from various countries and Hong Kong. However,
the products displayed should not be manufactured in China.
Visitors
They come to the exhibition to see the products. For
exhibition in China, the target visitors are expected to
come from China rather than foreign countries. The quality
of visitors is determined on whether they are end-users
who actually utilize the products influencers who write
specification or help to evaluate the product buyers who
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select and negotiate with suppliers and deciders who
approve the buying decision.
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CHAPTER TWO: LITERATURE REVIEW
I. PRESENT FOREIGN TRADE SYSTEM IN CHINA1
The present foreign trade system in China is still
quite a centralized one though it has gone through a
process of decentralization in the recent years.(Appendix
1) Even as some authority on making trade decision were
delegated to certain regions, particularly the special
economic zones and open coastal cities, much of the trading
activities are still tackled by the Ministry of Foreign
Economic Relations and Trade (MFERT) as well as the
quasi-government body, the China Council for the Promotion
of International Trade (CCPIT), while the Bank of China
controls the foreign exchange. All three of them will be
described in more detail below.
Ministry of Foreign Economic Relations and Trade (MFERT)
The MFERT was formed in 1982, as a result of
amalgamation of the former Ministry of Foreign Trade, the
Ministry of Economic Relation with Foreign Countries, the
State Administrative Commission on Import and Export
Affairs and the State Foreign Investment Commission. It is
under the State Council's direction and is responsible for
developing China's foreign economic relations and trade
introducing foreign investment and advanced technology to
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China promoting engineering projects and labour service
cooperation with other countries as well as administers
non-commercial-activities such as granting aid to foreign
countries. It is vested with power to draft operational
policies and related rules and regulation for carrying out
its duties organize inter-governmental negotiation for
economic cooperations and administer foreign trade and
other external economic affairs.
It consists of 22 departments and adminstrations, 15
foreign trade corporations, 2 research institutes and the
General Administration for Import and Export Commodity
Inspection. (Appendix 2) Something worth mentioning is
about the foreign trade corporations. They act as the
middlemen in the import and export activities of China.
There are two types of them. One group is the 15 foreign
trade corporations under the direct cotrol of MFERT such as
the China National Textile Import-Export Corporation. The
other group consists of more than 140 foreign trade
corporations that are under the control of the State
Council, various ministries or other authorized
organizations such as the Guangdong Lingnan Industrial
Products Import and Export Corporation.
The China Council for the Promotion of International Trade
(CCPIT)
As mentioned, it is a quasi-governmental economic
organization which aims at promoting foreign economic and
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trade ties with China. It comprises of representatives
from various economic circles in China. It is responsible
for concluding non-governmental trade agreements with
foreign partners organizing trade delegations and
receiving foreign delegations in China participating in
international trade fairs and assisting the organization of
foreign exhibitions and technical exchange in China
dealing with economic and trade arbitration, average
adjustments, trade marks and patents registrations etc.
There are 24 sub-councils in various provinces and
municipal cities with its headquarters in Beijing.
Moreover, there are 10 departments responsible for handling
various aspects of its activities. The Department of
Foreign Exhibition in China is the one that all exhibition
organizers have to contact in gaining approval for
launching exhibitions in China.
The Bank of China
The Bank of China is the only state appointed bank
responsible for the management of foreign exchange and is
placed under the direction of the State Council. There are
16 departments in the organization of Bank of China
(Appendix 3). It is assigned the various functions in
settling international trade and non-trade transactions
buying and selling of foreign exchange handling
remittances, traveller's cheques, foreign currency,
deposits and loans providing export credit to foreign
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buyers and loans or leasing facilities to various kinds of
projects in China etc. Its head office is in Beijing and
it operates more-than 150 sub-branches in various cities
all over China. Moreover, there are more than 20 overseas
branches in places like Hong Kong, London, Newwtw York and so
on. It has also extended correspondent relationship with




Some Informations on China Trade
In 1978, China's foreign trade volume represented 6.4%
of gross output value of industry and agriculture. In
1982, China's foreign trade sector still occupies a small
portion of its national econopmy (9.3% of gross output
value of industry and agriculture) and an insignificant
share in world trade (accounting for about 1%)2. However,
soon after it adopted the open-door policy and encouraged
imports and exports, a rapid growth was attained.
Statistical Highlights
Statistics tables are enclosed in Appendix 4.
By__total volume
China has experienced a rapid growth in its foreign
trade since 1977. The annual average growth rate in total
trade during 1977-1982 was 23 percent. Growth rate in
exports ranges from 12.7% to 34.9% with an average of
24.5%. Apart from an adjustment in 1982, growth rate in
imports lies in the range of 20.0% to 41.1%. Continued
growth is expected as the current Sixth Five-year Plan
(1981-85) has so far been successful.
By product
For exports, China has continuously shifted its focus
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from agricultural and sideline products to light industrial
products since 1950 as experienced in most developing
countries. In 1982, the major two items exported from
China were textiles and light industrial products and
mineral fuel constituting a 56.2% of total export value.
For imports, emphasis was placed on means of production and
intermediate goods in 1970's. In 1982, heavy industrial
products become the largest share of the imported
commodity, occupying a 31.3% of imported value. As laid
down in the foreign trade strategy, the use of foreign
technology and know-how can accelerate the modernization
program of China and imporve the living standard as well as
exports and so the industrial products will still be the
major commodity to be imported.
By country
Japan, Hong Kong, the United States, the EEC and A,-)LAN
countries are China's major trading partners. Japan has
long been China's top supplier for iron, steel and
machinery and a market for petroleum products. Hong Kong
is the biggest market for Chinese goods, especially
foodstuff, textile yarns and clothing accessories. Indeed
China became the second largest market for Hong Kong
products in 1984. Trades with the United States focus on
exporting clothing and accessories, petroleum products and
importing wheat. These statistics shows that trades with
the market economies become important despite of its
13
ideological difference.
Development of Foreign Trade Policy
China pursues the policy of self-reliance and the
principle of equality and mutual benefit in foreign trade.
It tries hard to maintain the balance between its foreign
exchange revenue and expenditure. The basic philosophy is
to finance imports through exports. However, several
changes in foreign trade policy were noted:
Early 1950's
Because of embargoes by the United States and other
Western countries, China mainly traded with the USSR and
East European countries. Trade volume was small.
First Five-year Plan
Trade activities grew gradually. most imporzeu gc)ou5
were heavy machineries and materials used for economic
construction.
r_ fi T,Pan Forward (1957-1959)
Trade volume rose to the peak in the 1950's. The
share of means of production imports in the total import
was still high, even reached 92%.
Early 1960's
Because of the failure in economic cons Lruc: LIULL 1« t11G
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great leap forward, the economic difficulties forced
imports and exports to decrease. Imports of consumer goods
(mainly foodgrains) was increased to 40% to meet the needs
of the domestic market during this period.
Cultural revolution (1966 to early 1970's)
Foreign trade experienced a stagnation with little
increase, even some decrease in trade volume in some years.
Declaration of four modernization program (1976 onwards)
Open door policy was pursued to make China be exposed
to the world market. Foreign trade volume boomed up and
trading partners shifted to non-socialist countries.
1979-1983
Ketorm in foreign trade system was initiated upon
decentralization. More provincial and local branches of
Foreign Trade Corporations were set up to handle the import
and export trade. Special economic zones were established
to explore new ways of foreign investment, absorbing
foreign technology and management skill as well as
promoting exports.
1984
Fourteen coastal cities and five economic regions were
opened to encourage foreign investment. Another programme
for reforming the foreign trade was approved in late 1984.
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Three basic principles will be followed.3 They are (1)
separate government from enterprise functions and make the
Ministry of Foreign Economic relations and Trade
responsible for administration only (2) institute an
agency system for foreign trade and (3) combine foreign
trade with domestic industrial production and with the
introduction of advanace foreign technology and harmonize
imports with exports.
Seventh Five-year Plan (1986-1990)
China will continue to open up to the outside world
and expand the country's economic and technical exchanges
and cooperation with foreign countries.
From this history, more opportunities for China trade,
either imports or exports are witnessed because of China's
economic growth, decentralization of foreign trade decision
making process and establishment of more channels for
trade. Indeed, in order to grasp these opportunities,
traders must watch closely over China's economic policies
and development to predict the import trends.
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Commercial. Style in China4
Before engaging in trading and/or investment in China,
an understanding of the commercial style in PRC, which is
quite distinct from those international business practices,
would be essential to avoid mistakes committed by previous
traders and would increase the chance of success.
Psychological Preparation for Entering China Market
The China traders should be psychologically prepared
for a number of things so as not to be caught by surprise.
Uncertainty
Traders are bound to face much uncertainty in doing
business with China whose business system and practice are
still tinder a development stage. Owing to its lack of
business experience, limited foreign exchange and
unwillingness of the officials to take responsibility, not
much can be planned beforehand. Even agreement or contract
signed can be violated easily by a word of higher
authorities, not to talk about the misleading indication of
some high officials such as verbal appreciation or the
presence of top level officials in meetings or dinners.
Be patient
Dealing with the Chinese partners usually would take
quite a long time. It may be a result of uncontrollable
factors or intentional delay. Since most Chinese officials
are not willing to take responsibility, which is treated as
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the risk for future criticism, therefore, most of the
agreement, whether they really need higher level approval
or not, are submitted above. As the number of specialists
who can make such decision are very minimal, it creates a
bottleneck at the senior level and takes quite a long time
to get it through. Sometimes the Chinese party
intentionally delay the processing of the case in order to
create frustrations among the traders. The Chinese party
will then be benefited as those impatient businessmen are
willing to make more concession. Any mistakes committed by
the traders during the negotiation period will be got hold
as arguments for better terms. Therefore, the traders
should be patient and not be frustrated if there is a
period of no progress so as not to provide the other with
the opportunity.
Agreement in principle does not mean it is close to success
It is a normal practice to reach agreement in broad
principle between the two parties first. However, even
with this initial agreement does not mean that subsequent
discussion on the details would be anyhow a quick issue.
For instance, the signing of the Letter of Intent or
Protocal just indicates both parties have a common interest
on certain matters. There is still a long way to go before
concluding the business. So, do not be trapped by the
unrealistic expectation and be prepared for even more harsh
18
negotiation after the general principles are agreed upon.
Traditional distrust towards businessmen.
The Chinese has traditional distrust towards the
businessmen, who make profits from the poor peasants in
earlier times. It is still to some extent true among the
Chinese officials. They always consider the businessmen as
dishonest fellows who would like to make money out of the
poor, the Chinese. As a result, they are very cautious
towards them. They would prefer to deal with their 'old
friends' who have a good record in past dealings. They
remember those who had helped them during their difficult
times and are more ready to deal with these friends. The
Chinese officials would like to build up friendship with
their foreign partners before talking about business.
Friendship, on the one hand, can facilitate the progress a
great deal. On the other hand, it presses upon the foreign
parties to give concession. Since according to the Chinese
practice, being one's friend should be generous and helpful
to the other in time of difficulties and upon request.
Refusal may be taken as sign to end the friendly
relationship. Therefore, foreign trader would be put into
a very dilemmatic situation. It is very hard to handle
these relationships well.
Impression on China Trade from China Traders
To most China traders, they have a feeling that they
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are not dealing with a system but people. It is. the
complexity, incapability had the use of tactics by the
Chinese officials which made China trade such a difficult
task. They suggest a few things that any China traders
should take good care of:
Face and 'Guanxi'
The China traders should be well awarded of the
importance of face. Any slight indication of not giving
other faces would lead everything to hell. Guanxi, mostly
translated as relationship, is another very essential
factor to success. Those have guanxi would always have a
smooth path to go and vice versa. Such 'Guanxi' is
developed through long period of transaction and trust upon
the other party which is the most valuable asset for
anybody who possess it.
Chinese reject compromise, but accept mutual interest
Do not request for compromise from the Chinese party.
They would consider themselves as being exploited by the
others and become the loser if they compromise. Rather,
they would be eager to make concession if it is based on
mutual benefit. Then they have the feeling of at least
gaining something back by doing a favor to their 'friends'
and act as a winner in the case. Therefore, be careful of
the wordings used. Easy accomplishment of tasks can be
done by using the right words to get the right kind of
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response from the other party.
Gaining concession by shaming
When dealing with large foreign corporation, the
Chinese party usually would voice out their poverty,
backwardness, their lack of profession and the like. Then
they would, as if they are entitled to, request for large
concessions from the foreigners in terms of price cut and
provision of training programs. To the Chinese, they
consider that as they commit their incapability, the other
party which is much wealthier and stronger is obliged to
help the poor and weak Chinese. Or else, they would not
treat the other party as friends and would not do business
with them. China traders are usually caught in such
dilemma.
Difficulty in making the first entry
Owing to the Chinese officials' tendency to avoid
risks, they are unwilling to try products that have not
been used by others before. Even equipped by numerous
well-qualified products, demonstration and good company
image would still be unable to persuade the Chinese
officials to purchase. As a result, the traders sometimes
have to donate the first model to a representative
enterprise in China or sell it at a loss so that the
reputation can be built up to help subsequent dealing with
others.
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Though it is undeniable that enormous opportunities
exist in the China market, the difficulties one has to face
would be more than anybody can expect.
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III. MAJOR MARKETING TOOLS IN CHINA
For anybody who would like to open up or penetrate
into the China market, besides exhibition, there are at
least four other available tools- advertising media,
direct selling, appointing agents and establishing
representative offices that they can make use of:
Advertising
Advertising is any paid form of non-personal
presentation of ideas, goods or services by an identified
sponsor.5 Most advertisements of foreign traders are
being coordinated by the China National Foreign Trade
Advertising Association (CNFTAA) through its supervision
over 12 provincial advertising corporations. A set of
provisional advertising regulations have become effective
since mid-1982 though detailed implementation rules have
not yet been drawn up. To place advertisements in China,
foreign advertisers may use different channels according to
their needs. They may either place their advertisements
directly with the Chinese media, go through Chinese
advertising corporations, or follow the most common
practice- use Hong Kong based advertising agents to do the
placement.
Nearly all Chinese media are now opened to foreign
advertisements, though the charges is much higher than
domestic units. These media channels include television
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and radio networks, newspapers, magazines and professional
journals,-billboards etc. Except for the professional
journals/magazines,. the most frequent users of Chinese mass
media are those sellers of consumers goods such as those
watch makers of Citizen, Rado, those electronic consumer
products manufacturers of Casio, Philips. The provisional
advertising regulations had prohibited all tobacco and
liquor advertising on Chinese television, radio and
billboard.
Sometimes, foreign advertisers also make use of Hong
Kong media to conduct their promotion programme. These may
include the television and radio channels to serve the
Guangdong Province, some publications such as the Economic
Reporter and the two China-affiliated newspapers of Wen Wei
Pao and Ta Kung Po to reach the whole China market.
Television Networks (Appendix 5)
As more and more families, especially those living in
cities can possess a television set during the past ten
years, either from donation of overseas relatives or
purchasing imported or locally manufactured television,
television advertising has developed gradually. There are
two main television network system in China. One, the
China Central Television 1, for the nationwide broadcast
while the other belongs to each local province.
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Radio (Appendix 6)
Nearly all families in China, both urban and rural
areas, except some very backward areas such as Tibet and
Xinjiang, possess radio of their own. Radio has also
traditionally been made use for propaganda purpose. People
have been used to treat it as the source for informations.
Similar to the television network, there are also national
as well as local channels for radio broadcasting.
Newspaper (Appendix 7)
There are national newspapers such as People's Daily
and Market, as well as local newspapers such as Guangzhou
Daily, Tianjin Daily etc. There can be numerous newspapers
in a province as contrasted to the television and radio
stations which most provinces would get only one for their
own. Advertising in newspapers was quite popular.
However, without special assistance or relationships, it is
always very difficult to get the advertisements published
in the dates planned. Tremendous delay, intentionally or
unintentionally, can occur in the administrative process of
the newspaper agencies.6
Billboards
In the past, billboards are mainly used for political
propaganda. After the fall of the Gang of Four, the
situation was somewhat changed in the late 70's. Though
some billboards are still being used to educate the masses
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about family planning (having only one child is glorious!),
billboards can now be used for commerical advertising.
Usually their billboards are strategically located, a
benefit from the past political decision, and they do not
cost too much. For instance, for renting a billboard 2
metres X 3 metres in a urban location in Fuzhou, it costs
RMB300 per year.7
Magazine/Professional Journals (Appendix 8)
As the previous four media are mainly used for the
promotion of consumer goods, magazine especially those
professional magazines, which have grown in number
recently, can be used for promoting technical products.
Instead of approaching the masses, they scope down to reach
most of the technicians and officials or managers of
certain industries which are likely to be the sponsors'
target customers.
Of course, there are still magazines available for the
advertising of consumer products. Since there is no
published information about the professional magazines, we
just take those most popular magazines as reference in the
appendix.
Direct selling
Besides the mass media, China traders may sell
directly to their target customers through various means.




The method is to send a specific message to a
carefully selected list of names and reach the customers
via their mailboxes. The specific message may include
things as product pamphlets, price list, covering letters
and so on based upon the amount of information the senders
want to present to the customers.
The traders do not have much difficulties in obtaining
the mail list since a number of directories have been
published recently while those customers seldom change
their address. The cost of reaching one customer is
comparatively very low, just a few tenth of cents. Of
course, the total cost of direct maiing will depend on the
scope of customers the senders want to cover.
Personal Selling
Personal selling involves direct face-to-face
communication between sellers and potential customers.
Salespeople are a very important part of it and they
usually will adapt the company's marketing mix to suit the
needs of their customers. Except for the Japanese, most
companies that conduct personal selling have their
headquarters, branch offices or agents in Hong Kong. Most
of the salespeople are Hong Kong Chinese who has a good
command of Mandarin and understanding of the Chinese
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culture. More important of all, they can make as many
trips as required to China without having to apply for.
specific visa as the foreigners, provided that they have
their own re--entry documents which can easily be obtained
by Chinese.
Personal selling has the great advantage of meeting
the customers face-to-face which can help to build up
personal relationship with the customers. Moreover,
immediate feedback can be obtained which helps the
salespeople to adapt effectively. However, personal
selling in China is very expensive. Even if the salary for
the salespeople are more or less the same as Hong Kong,
they usually would request for hardship allowance for
working in China which may amount to over 50% of the basic
salary.8 In addition, the transportation, accommodation
expenses and expenses in entertaining the Chinese customers
can also be tremendous. Most serious of all, the
salespeople cannot work as efficiently as those in Hong
Kong. It is not a problem of the quality of salespeople or
their willingness to work. It is the problem created by
the Chinese customers. Apart from travelling time, the low
efficiency of the Chinese and their commercial style,
mentioned in the previous section, very finite number of
customers can be reached and very little work can be
accomplished in days or months. As a result, traders
seldom make use of personal selling to make cold calls
since it is too costly when the chance of success is taken
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into account. They mainly use it after certain contact
with the customers had been built up through correspondence
or other means and especially after the customers have
shown their interest in purchasing the product.
Agents
For traders who are not so familiar with the China
market and so do not want to be involved directly with the
marketing activities in China, they may appoint agents to
take up all the troubles. These agents may be experienced
and well established China trading companies in Hong Kong
such as Jardin Matheson, China's representative commercial
organizations in Hong Kong such as China Resources, Hua
Fang Company, and individuals or organizations in China who
are capable of handling the product well by their own
relationship with the users and various foreign trade
corporations. Making use of well established trading
companies in Hong Kong is more popular among foreign
companies such as Procter Gamble. The cost will depend
on the terms of the agency contract while efficiency and
effectiveness will depend very much on the agents'
capability and willingness to promote the products. For
instance, machinery would require agents with good
technical support and relationship with certain kinds of
industries in China. While other products would require
different capability from their agents. Therefore, it is
very important to get the right agent which do not
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necessarily be large corporations to market the product
aggressively in China.
Representative Office9
Running an office in China provides a close and
regular link between companies and their Chinese
counterparts. It provides an effective channel to
facilitate connections, gather market information, promote
sales and establish corporate image. Since 1980, more than
400 foreign companies from more than 25 countries and areas
have registered their 'permanent representative office with
the Chinese General Administration of Industry of Commerce
(GAIC)- the organ in charge of regulating foreign
companies' office in China. Due to the lack of office
space in China, most foreign firms have established their
representative offices in several prominent hotels such as
the Peking, Heping and Jianquo Hotel in Beijing the White
Swan and Dongfang Hotel in Guangzhou and Jinjiang Hotel in
Shanghai. Among the foreign firms established in China are
banks, insurance companies, airlines, trading houses, oil
corporations, capital goods manufacturers and consultancy
firms.
Opening a representative office in China is not an
easy task. It has to go through the application procedures
required by the 'Interim Regulatons for the Control of
Resident Offices of Foreign Enterprise in China' and
various other regulations. It also has to observe the
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requirements for registration, extension, removal or
dissolution of foreign representative offices, as well as
rules in related to staffing, charges, penalties and
legitimate rights of representatives. Moreover, the cost
of running an office is tremendous. For instance, running
a 1.20 square metres office in Beijing, a U.S. company paid
more than RMB90,000 in 1982 for renting its office, plus
another. RMB65,000 for housing two expatriates annually.
The annual salaries paid for six locally hired workers
amounts to RMB63,000. Telex, telephone and mail expenses
totally about RMB60,000, coupled with another RMB60,000 for
travelling expenses and office supplies. The total came to
about RMB340,000, not including the salaries and allowance
paid to the expatriates. Of course, the cost will vary in
other parts of China, probably higher in Guangzhou, which
means only large corporations can afford opening such an
off ice in China.
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IV. EXHIBITION IN GENERAL
Exhibition as a Marketing Tool
As suggested.by William Mclnnes10, marketing is any
activity which actualizes the potential market relationship
between the makers and users of economic goods and
services. The market potential exists where there is a gap
which separates the producer and consumer. The marketing
tool is used to link up the relationship by bridging the
gap. There are five dimensions of market potential,
namely, spatial separation, separation in time,
perceptional separation, separation of values and
separation of ownership.
While exhibition is an event that calls the suppliers
and users to come to a specific place at a specific time
with the products displayed publicly, it directs the route
between these two parties and shortens the distance. It is
particularly important when the producers and buyers are
situated in different countries. Organizing an exhibition
can thus be considered as a motion of space actualization
as well as time actualization. During the exhibition,
information regarding the product specifications, functions
of the products is disseminated either by presentation
(orally or in published material) or demonstration on the
products. These activities bridge the perceptional
separation between producers and consumers in the market.
As far as pricing is concerned, the offer price for the
products is quoted to the buyers and the bid price is
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communicated to the sellers during the face to face
interaction. Through direct negotiation, it is possible to
come up to a price that can optimize the utilities enjoyed
by both parties. The transaction is thus wound up.
Exhibition is therefore an effective tool to bridge the
valuation gap. The professional organizer for an
exhibition is responsible for inviting the exhibitors to
show their products and inviting the visitors to see the
products. The organizer can be viewed as an agent making
contactal negotiation that actualizes the potential of
ownership separation. Exhibition also provides chances for
the suppliers and consumers to make face to face
negotiaiton, and thus facilitates the transaction. This is
an activity of conducting terminating negotiation.
To conclude, exhibition brings both the buyers and the
sellers together and enables the direct flow of
communication. It can be considered as an effective tool
in marketing.
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Exhibition as a Marketing Tool in Industrial Marketing
Industrial market is consisted of every business
entity whenever they buy goods or services for futher
production or to operate their businesses. There are some
characteristics for the industrial market when compared
with consumer market 11:
well informed buyers with predominately rational buying
motives and detailed analysis is made before decision
infrequent purchases but far larger units of sale
short channels of distribution to relatively
concentrated markets. Even heavy emphasis is placed in
direct relationship and much use of negotiation
Exhibition is a good means to call the buyers and
sellers to come in a specific time and place. Through the
exhibition, these two parties can meet each other face to
face so that close relationships can be built and direct
negotiation is possible. As the product is shown
physically and can be examined in detail by demonstration,
the buyer can get enough product information for his
analysis. While there are generally more than one vendor
showing similar products in the same place, though each
product has its uniqueness to fit some buyer's need, buyer
can collect sufficient information on the supplier's market
at one time so that he can compare the products and prices
before he makes the purchase. A buyer, with many
alternative products in front of him, tends to make a
rational decision in a relatively short period as effort in
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collecting market information is minimized. In addition to
meeting a. large number of potential customers and
demonstrating the nonportable equipment, exhibitions can be
effective for the supplier to build a goodwill among his
present customers, discover new product applications and
introduce new products to the market. Exhibition is
therefore widely used a marketing tool for the supplier to
launch his products (especially those in early stage of
product life cycle) to the market (especially a new market
where the supplier is not well recognised by the buyers).
Indeed, exhibition is only the first step of an integrated
marketing program because many follow-up works are needed
to close an order.
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Exhibition as a Marketing Tool in China
Owing to the close door policy China adopted in the
last few decades, as well as the underdevelopment of its
infrastructure, especially its communication network with
the outside world, most of the Chinese buyers really do not
have much understanding on the technological development
and standards of foreign made equipments and machineries.
So it is very difficult, and in most cases impossible, for
foreign sellers to sell their products by description.
sometimes, the Chinese buyers may purchase by sample but
that is mainly for small sized and low value items that
they are familiar with. While for other products, mostly
machineries, that are new to them, complex, high value and
large in size, they would demand demostration before making
the decision to purchase. The Chinese buyers', especially
officials', tendency to avoid taking risk further
reinforces the practice of purchasing by demonstration.
Exhibition, providing a chance for the suppliers to
demonstrate their products on site, to disseminate the
samples directly to the visitors and to make detail
explanation on the product specifications, is highly
accepted by both foreign sellers and Chinese buyers at
present stage.
Foreign suppliers and Chinese users are situated in
different geographical regions. There is wide physical
dimension of the market. This spatial separation can be
reduced by either sending out Chinese delegates to foreign
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countries or by the foreign suppliers' entry into China.
In fact, China cannot afford the cost of sending out
thousands of expertises abroad while the foreign suppliers
are eager to develop the China market. Have the foreign
suppliers come to China and introduced their products is
the most feasible means of reducing this geographical
distance. Indeed, the situation is complicated by the
extensive size of China market. Exhibition, held in China,
allows thousands of Chinese users from widely dispersed
geographical regions be exposed to foreign products at the
same time. It is therefore an effective means to bridge
the spatial gap.
Usually, an exhibition lasts for several days that
enables the buyers and sellers to meet each other and have
a discussion. The time gap is thus eliminated.
Generally, the organizer for China exhibition provides
pre-exhibition selling services (detailed description will
be laid out in Chapter Five) including the distribution of
information on products for the exhibitors. The organizer
becomes the agent that helps to bind the perceptional gap.
During the exhibition period, pamphlets and handouts on
product descriptions are disseminated to the visitors.
On-site demostrations can be made as the products are
brought to the venue. Moreover, seminars are scheduled to
be held in order to explain the technical details and
exchange information. Persuasion can also be done through
face-to-face interaction. These activities are really
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actualizing the perceptional relationship.
The professional organizer invites the exhibitors
through the active selling of exhibition spaces. The China
partner informs the users in different enterprises by
sending out invitation cards. This middleman is performing
the contactual negotiation task. By organizing a team of
staffs from Import and Export Trading Corporations and
coordinating with relevant authorities, the organizer
assists in the terminating negotiation between the sellers
and the buyers. This manifests the ownership
actualization.
Bridging the above gaps effectively, exhibition can be
a market tool for China trade.
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Functions of Exhibitions from China's Vipwnnint
besides assisting the exhibitors in exploring and
penetrating into the China market, exhibition can serve its
purpose for China. From the viewpoint of the Chinese
party, exhibition can at least contribute in three aspects.
Exposure
Obviously, exhibition can give the Chinese much
exposure about the outside world in a very large scale,
especially in relation to technology and machinery
development. It would be an invaluable opportunities for
those who may not have the chance to go abroad in their
whole life. Moreover, it is the cheapest way of obtaining
updated information since the foreign exhibitors are paying
for all the expenses. Technical seminars can further
provide chances to educate those who participate in a more
in-depth degree.
Source of Fund
Exhibition is itself a means of gaining revenue for
China. The revenue may come in the form of venue rent,
coorganizers' share of profit, transportation charges,
accomodation expenses, interpretation charges and various
miscellaneous charges. All these come in the form of
foreign exchange which is of severe shortage in China




Exhibition can have a linkage effect on other aspects
of China's development. The organization of exhibition can
bring about rapid development of the region's hotel
industry, tourism, transportation, recreational facilites
and reputation in foreign countries etc. All these are
very important contribution to the Chinese economy in its
development process.
As a short conclusion, exhibition is really
contributing much to China. Even though enterprises may
spend some of their foreign exchange to purchase overseas
products, it is what they need for their technology
transfer and they usually get a good price during
exhibition. That can explain why CCPIT is approving more





This study is a-descriptive research with intention to
explore the exhibition industry in China. The methodology
is thus qualitative rather than quantitative. Research
findings will serve as documentary literature providing
background information for further study and reference.
Indeed, emphasis is placed on the discovery of ideas and
insights on the development of exhibition industry. A
framework for organizing an effective exhibition will also
be suggested by tracing the commonalities of existing
practices.
This study is processed through a combination of
methods. Literature review provides background information
on the industry and serves as foundation for developing
analysing tools. A case study is used to illustrate an
empirical experience in real-life context. In-depth
interviews with some professional organizers are carried
out to tap the reservoir of knowledge and experience
possessed by those familiar with the subject. This gives
supplementary information to develop the generalized
framework of exhibition.
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II. DATA COLLECTION METHOD AND INSTRUMENT
Case Study
The case chosen for this project is an exhibition held
in Shenzhen, the biggest special economic zone in China.
It is called INTECH '85 organized by a professional
exhibition organizer in Hong Kong. Duration for this show
was ten days, commencing on January 14, 1985 and closing on
January 23, 1985. Reasons for chossing this case are
accessibility of the venue, permission given by the
organizer to make in-depth study and fitness in timing for
this research. It is noticed that the INTECH '85 may not
be a typical case when compared with the popular shows
organized by Hong Kong professionals because of several
reasons including location, time for preparation which will
be analyzed in the case. However, from the case, we can
highlight some significant aspects and new development of
the industry and thus it is meaningful for study.
varticlpatlve observation
The researchers were allowed to participate in the
organizing activities during exhibition. One researcher
was assigned a post in reception counter where the visitors
were received and records of the visitors were collected.
Questions and requests from the visitors and exhibitors
were also addressed to the reception counter. The other
researcher was responsible for information counter where
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presumably details on the activities throughout the
exhibition period were prepared and despatched. Due to
some administrative problems, the information counter was
cancelled. The researcher was thus involved in
miscellaneous activities arised from the project including
arrangement of the telephone service which was the major
channel for the exhibitors to communicate to their home
office in Hong Kong. Both researchers were free to observe
the behaviours of participants, including exhibitors,
visitors and organizers and make contacts with them. Daily
journals were used by both researchers to note down, either
immediately or at the same night, the observations of event
or behaviours that called our attention. Conversations
with the staff of exhibitors, on-site staff of the China
partner as well as opinions given by the visitors were also
noted down in the daily journals. From this actual
experience, a dear picture of the-show, a realistic
concept of the happenings and sympathetic understanding of
the participants become attainable.
In-depth interview
The researchers were permitted to conduct in-depth
interviews with the organizer--- the Director of the
Company who was involved in the negotiation process to make
the exhibition possible and the Deputy General Manager who
followed up the whole process to make the exhibition
realised. The interviews were conducted within three weeks
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after exhibition and lasted for about ninety miniutes each.
Though the questionnaire was unstructured, questions
raised were centered on the procedural details, factual
data about the Shenzhen show as well as their opinions on
the exhibition industry. The conversations between the
researchers and the organizer were noted down during
interviews for analysis.
Among twenty-one exhibitors participated in the show,
five were contacted for in-depth interviews. Three
exhibitors were able to take an intensive interview with
the researchers and gave information on the Company
background, Company's China trade experiences, their
decisions, preparations, evaluations on the Shenzhen show
as well as their general comments on exhibition in China.
These are convenient samples as the objective is to get a
general viewpoint from the exhibitors rather than to obtain
a representative ideas. These three companies have
different backgrounds with respect to number of years
engaging businesses with China and products offered. One
company has two years China trade experience and offers
small-sized tools. Another company has about four years
experience in dealing with the China businessman and
provides medium-sized machines. The last company has a
record of thirty years experience in the China market and
offers huge-sized and complex machines. The interviews
were conducted in February, 1985. Questions listed in the
questionnaire (enclosed in Appendix 9) were open-ended
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and the sequences of asking the questions were not in the
same order as listed because flexibility was needed to ease
the flow of conversation. Interviewing time varied from
thirty minutes to seventy-five minutes. Again, notes were
taken on the conversation during interview.
Record research
All visitors had to show their identities when they
entered the venue either. by presenting the invitation cards
or by registration in the log book. Records on their
background were thus available. For the ten days
exhibition, a total of about 6,000 invitation cards were
collected and 500 visitors were registered. It was
estimated that more than 12,000 visits in term of times
people were entertained. A sample of 120 (about 2% of the
population) were drawn randomly from the lots of records
and invitation cards for making detail analysis on the
background of the visitors.
In-depth Interview with Other Organizers
Apart from the organizer of the Shenzhen show who also
gave their invaluble opinions on the exhibition industry in
China, three other organizations were contacted for
information on their experiences in organizing exhibition
in China. Two of them are leading companies in this
industry organizing many exhibitions in various provinces
in China in recent years. The other one is a governmental
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agency who has much experiences in organizing trade
promotional activities overseas and has made successful
records in organizing large-scaled exhibitions in China,
one of which will be held in May, 1985. Though there was
no formal and structured questionnaire, the interviews
were free discussions focusing on their practices in
organizing exhibition, following the action sequences from
sparkling of idea to realization of the exhibition their
evaluation as well as outlooks of the industry. Each
interview took about ninety minutes and again, notes were
taken on the conversation. The interview results were
integrated in different parts of the report as
supplementary sources of information.
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LIMITATION OF THE STUDY
Since the case may not be a typical case, there is
risk in generalization from the materials provided by the
case. The small-scaled survey concentrates on leading
companies which are considered to be representatives of
professional organizers and thus other small companies in
the industry are neglected. Unfortunately, the Chinese
officials cannot be contacted and therefore viewpoints from
China can only be obtained from literature and cannot be
verified from this study. Hence, the findings may not
reveal the whole picture.
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CHAPTER FOUR: CASE STUDY
The organization of exhibitions in China has to go
through a very complex process. In order to better
illustrate the fact and to give the reader a complete
picture of the reality, a case study is provided. The case
study is on the 'China Shenzhen Special Economic Zone
International Industrial Technology Equipment Exhibition
1985' abbreviated Intech'85 which is the second
exhibition orgainzed by the Pan-vision Exposition Limited
so far. The duration of it was between January 14 to
January 23, 1985. The writers were personally involved in
part of it while other information was obtained from
personal interviews with the relevant persons.
The report of the case study is divided into five
sub-sections. They are: Proposal Stage, Preparation
Stage, Exhibition Stage, Result Response and Limitation
of the case. The first four sub-sections will be described
in time sequence while the last one presents some
limitations on generalization on the exhibition industry.
I. PROPOSAL STAGE
Before any exhibition can be organized, permission has
to be obtained from relevant Chinese departments. There is
no exception for Intech'85.. As told by the Director of
Pan-vision Exposition Limited, who was responsible for the
work in this stage, they had gone through the following
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steps before the exhibition was confirmed.
Intention
Find the need and fill it
The essence of marketing is to meet the customer's
need. Marketing in China is of no exception. The demand
for high technology products was very great in China in
order to accomplish the Four Modernization Program.
However, due to the backward communication channels in
China during the past years, users really did not have much
idea about what kinds of advance products were avaliable
and where. While on the other hand, there were so many
advance industrial products manufacturers who wanted to
open the China market but have no idea as to whom and where
were their target customers. Therefore, there was a need
for exhibition to bridge up this gap and fulfill the
requirement of both sides. Pan-vision Exposition Limited,
visualizing this gap, formed the idea of having a high
technology exhibition as early as Winter 1983.
Launch in the place with confidence
Organizing exhibition was quite a risky business. In
order to minimize the risks, Pan-vision started to research
on the region best suit such exhibition. The first region
that immediately come to their mind is Shenzhen. It was
due to three reasons. First, Pan-vision had a long
established connection in Shenzhen especialy with the
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municipal government. The special personal relationship
they had with certain high rank officials in Shenzhen
convinced them of the high possibility of getting the final
approval. Second, their long period of working experience
in the region had provided them with a good understanding
about Shenzhen. Established personal relationship would
also facilitate the organization of exhibition here.
Lastly, the special position of Shenzhen, being one of the
fastest growing area in China and a special economic zone,
would help to bring about huge amount of visitors to the
exhibition, who without the invitation of the exhibition,
would not be allowed to enter the special economic zone.
All these advantages would not be enjoyed if the exhibition
was held elsewhere. Therefore, they finally decided to
have it in Shenzhen.
Allow enough time for preparation
From their experience, they would usually require
around a year to prepare for an exhibition. They then
decided to have it in Spring 1985. Spring is also a good
time due to the fact that the foreign exchange assigned by
the Central Government to each factory or enterprise would
have not been allocated so there is a higher possibility
for the exhibitors to make business.
Approach the right partner
With this idea in mind, pan-vision (or in fact the
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Director) began to search for sponsors and supporters.
Since the exhibition concerned about industrial equipments,
so naturally, Pan-vision started to make preliminary
contact with the Shenzhen Municipal Industrial Development
Service Company which was solely responsible for providing
industrial development service for the Shenzhen Special
Economic Zone. Moreover, in order to facilitate future
import of exhibited products to Shenzhen and various part
of China, Pan-vision also contacted the Shenzhen Import
Export Service Corporation which was responsible for the
regulation of imports and exports through Shenzhen. In
addition, in order to provide a high status for the
exhibition, Pan-vision had to contact and invite the
Shenzhen City Industrial Development Committee to act as
its advisor to indicate the serious support from the
Shenzhen Municipal Government.
With the initial agreement from these
organizations,(which.did not mean the things was finalized)
both parties, Pan-vision and the Chinese party (this time
mainly the Shenzhen Municipal Industrial Development
Service Company) started to conduct some follow up
activities.
Feasibility Study: Survey Research
Know more about the market before deciding the market mix
More detail study on the subject needed to be
conducted to gather information. Pan-vision carried out a
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survey on similar exhibitions concluded or under
negotiation with China, their content and timing the
possible response from potential exhibitors the specific
kinds of industrial products required by enterprises in
Shenzhen and other parts of China and possible site or
location for the exhibition etc.
Identify the exact need of the target group
Since target visitors from Shenzhen would not be enough
to satisfy the exhibitors, the Chinese party, mainly the
Shenzhen Municipal Industrial Developement Service Company,
planned to invite people from other parts of China to come
to the exhibition. In order to understand the interest of
their target visitors, they sent out about 2,000 letters of
inquiry to different enterprises and organizations in all
parts of China in search of their needs and interest.
Statistical analysis was done afterwards. Preliminary
contacts with organizations in Shenzhen were also conducted
to ensure their participation and assistance before and
during the exhibition, such as the Customs, Security
Department and various large factories, departments etc.
Besides that, the Chinese parties after receiving the
response would then evaluate on the feasibility of having
such an exhibition, the possible benefits to the Special
Economic Zone and the gain they could obtain from the
exhibition both monetary, mainly in terms of revenue, and
non-monetary, in terms of reputation etc.
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Negotiation- A Long Process
The negotiation process and the feasibility study
process are not mutually exclusive. From time to time, the
two parties would exchange the information they obtained
and which in turn influence their negotiation.
From their long process of negotiation, which had
taken up about 3 months, they had decided that the
Industrial Development Service Company and the Import and
Export Service corporation would act as the co-organizers
this time so that they would take a more active role before
and during the exhibition. In this case, the two
organizations were entitled to share part of the profit
gained by Pan-vision. Other details were also settled,
including: the venue which was in the ground floor of a
factory building in the Bagualing Industrial District the
exact timing, from January 14 to January 23, 1985 the
title for the exhibition- 'China Shenzhen Special Economic
Zone International. Industrial Technology Equipment
Exhibition 1985' the checklist of products to be exhibited
which covers ten industries profit sharing and the
division of labour. The last two items were kept as
company secret therefore information was not disclosed.
This was the most complex and difficult process of the
proposal stage. It required much personal skills and
understanding of the partners. Knowledge and patience were
the two most important assets to ensure a successful
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negotiation, as we were told.
Signin Agreement/Contract
Upon the agreement on the detail content in the
previous negotiation process, what was left behind was just
the formal procedure of signing the contract. The contract
was written in English as well as in Chinese and both
version had equal binding force according to the Chinese
Legislation. By the time they signed the contract, it was
already mid-July,1984 which meant it took more than half a
year, in this case, to complete the proposal stage.
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II. PREPARATION STAGE1
The first task to do is to draw up the overall
comprehensive plan which covers all the aspects such as
marketing, processing and manpower allocation etc. A time
table was also prepared for the whole period up to the
exhibition so that the whole project-team would have a
clear understanding as when to do what and struggle to meet
all the deadlines.
Marketing
Identify the target customer according. to the resource:
Since Pan-vision was quite a new company in the
exhibition industry, overseas connections had not been
established. So, their marketing activities focus just on
the Hong Kong manufacturers/agents of the ten industries to
be exhibited. Information about these target customers
were either taken from the business directory or others`
exhibition brochures.
,ompetitive pricing
As the General Manager said, due to the keen
competition of other exhibition organizers in Hong Kong, he
had no choice but to set the price at the standard market
price which was US $3,500 for a booth of 9 square metres
with minimum facilities. However, discounts up to 30% were
sometimes given to the customers. This helped to raise the
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competitivenes of their exhibition.
Aggressive marketing is needed
Various channels for advertising and promotion
activities were employed. Advertisement was put up in
newspapers and magazines. Sales pamphlets were designed,
published and mailed to potential customers according to
the list taken from business directory and brochures. In
the pamphlets, significance of the show was highlighted
while the company's experience in the exhibition industry
was neglected. More than 2,000 copies of the pamphlets
were published and mailed though their target was just
about 50 booths. Moreover, they invited the Deputy
Director of Shenzhen City Industrial Development Committee,
the General advisor for Intech'85, to Hong Kong in Autumn
1984 in order to help promoting the exhibition. Seminars
and conferences were arranged between him and the potential
exhibitors.
Competent sales force is essential
Vigorous personal selling was the major marketing tool
in this industry. Besides a marketing manager, there were
only three other salesmen and among them, only one had a
few years of selling experience. As a result, most were
doing their job on a trial and error basis. Except for a
few role playing, no formal training was given and the
salesmen just obtained the on-the-job training themselves.
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Newspaper cuttings and statistics from published magazines
could be used as reference. However, information about the
ten exhibiting industries were not available in the company
and it was left for the salesmen to obtain the relevant
information themselves. A few weeks later, two newly
recruited project management trainees were added to the
sales team as the ongoing result seemed not to be very
satisfactory. That means, at most there were 6 people
engaging in the selling activities of the exhibition
booths, which continued until mid-December, 1984, just a
month before the exhibition.
Processing
Trivial but important process
Administrative tasks included a great number of things
such as the drafting and processing of the application
forms (Appendix 10) and contracts with the exhibitors
arrangement for freight forwarding, visa application,
buying of insurance, design and construction of the venue
and booth, hotel booking, transportation and collection of
payment etc. Each.of which demanded much attention and
time. Indeed, coordination works should also be carefully
handled. Some of the tasks including freight forwarding,
construction and insurance were already contracted out to
specific organizations so Pan-vision just act as the
central coordinator.
Any small error would lead to complaints from the
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customers and damages to-Pan-vision's reputation. The
issue on insurance was a good example. Though it had.
specifically stated in the regulations of the application
form that exhibitors had to buy for the third person
liability insurance, very few if not none of the exhibitors
had done so. Pan-vision discovered the case as late as
January 12 which was two days before the exhibition. In
order to avoid bearing any unnecessary risk, they phoned up
all the exhibitors and persuaded them to act accordingly.
Another example was arrangement of accommodation.
Pan-vision had to contact the exhibitors to make sure about
the number and kinds of rooms required. Pan-vision opened
a corporate account in the Silver Lake Hotel which was one
of the top class hotels in Shenzhen with a 10% discount.
However, the hotel was far away from the town centre and
the exhibition venue. Taxi was not easily available and
most of the exhibitors had to rely on the shuttle buses
arranged by Pan-vision which is not performing very well.
Some discrepancy was resulted.
Pre-exhibition selling activities are common
In order to get more from Intech'85, certain
contacts among exhibitors and prospective buyers were
desired to be built up before the exhibition. Pan-vision
provided mailing service for.the exhibitors. They could
help the exhibitors to send specific information and/or
invitation to potential buyers in China through their
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Chinese partner whom had a detailed list of their names and
addresses. This helped the exhibitors in doing more
business during the exhibition.
Preparing a comprehensive brochure was a _major task
Pan-vision was responsible to design and collect data
for a brochure which would be used as the exhibition guide.
Those data would include the details about the exhibitors,
the products they are going to exhibit and so on. They
also had to persuade the exhibitors to purchase advertising
space in the brochure in order to generate more revenue.
Furthermore, they have to find out which of the exhibitors
would like to organize seminar during the exhibition so as
to notify it in the brochure.
All these had to be handled by the 3-member
administrative team. Lucky enough, the General Manager had
a good design and printing background, so much of the
design tasks and printing of the pamphlets and brochures
were solely handled by him. The 10,000 brochures were
published just in time- one day before the exhibition!
Manpower Allocation
Since the organization of exhibition was such a
complex task that much manpower would be required for its
accomplishment. However, a large project team would create
a huge fixed overhead cost for Pan-vision, which as a newly
formed small scaled company cannot afford. Therefore,
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careful manpower planning was of utmost importance to it.
As mentioned before, there were only four members. in
the sales force including the Marketing Manager. Three
people dealed with the administrative task, in which one
was the General Manager who should be the team leader,
another one was the Marketing Manager. The two project
management trainees we mentioned before shifted their job
from sales in late November to assist the administrative
tasks. As a total, there were only eight people in the
team to handle the whole project, bear in mind that there
was no other supporting sub-division in the company to
assist them during the process. In reality, excluding the
Director and a few number of the inactive directors, they
represent the whole company.
Actually, eight people were not enough in handling the
exhibition between January 14 to 23. However, they could
not increase the company's overhead cost, so the only way
was to employ part time workers. Therefore, a week before
the exhibition, six university undergraduate students were
employed on an 11 days project basis to assist the work
during the exhibition. An one hour briefing was given to
them and they were divided into 4 groups each with a five
minutes introduction to their group leader. They, just the
same as the full time employees, were given no formal
training and had to learn their job on the spot.
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By China Party2
In addition to.the work done by Pan-vision, there were
also tasks performed by its'Chinese partners. These
included sending invitation, arranging for the venue,
manpower planning and other coordination etc.
Visitors invitation
Invitation was an effective device to control the
number of visitors and their quality. More than 5,000
invitation cards and letters were sent out to various
relevant enterprises throughout China, inviting them to the
exhibition. The invitation letters also acted as evident
documents for the application of the border permit enabling
them to enter Shenzhen. A great amount of work was needed
to follow up these invitations. The visitors' remittance
and hotel arrrangement were needed to be handled. This was
not an easy task since there were so many visitors and the
guest-rooms availability was very limited. Other required
information might also need to be mailed to them.
Assistance from Chinese partner was crucial as
they were involved in many activities
The Chinese partner needed to book and rent the venue
for Pan-vision. Other supplies had to be prepared such as
chairs, microphone, plants etc. They were also responsible
for the manpower planning in such positions as receiving
visitors from all over China, transportation, security,
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audio control, venue cleaning etc. Moreover, they had to
coordinate various department to facilitate the smooth
operation of the exhibition. These departments included
the Custom, the Security Force, newspaper agency etc.
MAnnnwpr of the nartnerq
Although the workload seemed to be huge, most of the
work were just done by the assigned supervisor and his
assistant. About 20 other persons were arranged to help
during the exhibition whom were newly transferred to
Shenzhen from other parts of China and had not yet gained
enough understanding of either Shenzhen or exhibition.
With limited manpower resource and lack of experience, the
Chinese partner could hardly perform their duty
satisfactorily let alone providing quality services. Most
problems occured during the exhibition might be attributed
to this manpower planning.
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III. EXHIBITION STAGE
The following factors should be noted during the
exhibition period:
Keep Close Contact With the Chinese Partner
Enterprises in China were notorious for low
efficiency, might be sometimes unreliable in a sense that
they could not accomplish their duty on time and up to the
standard. Therefore, the organizer, who was bound to
cooperate with a Chinese partner, had to keep close contact
with them or even keep check with their performance.
For instance, Pan-vision had to supervise the staff of
their partners on matters of venue decoration, cleansing,
getting hold of the necessary supplies etc and make sure
that everything had to be settled before lunch of January
13.
In the opening ceremony held in January 14, six guards
from the Security Department were originally arranged to
watch the entrance doorgate and the exit. However, only
two were placed in the doorgate and with no idea about
where the other four were.
It was also reported that the venue was flooded with
about two inches of water on the 5th day, January 18.
Initial investigation indicated that it was caused by
purposive demages by some unidentified people. This showed
the low reliability of the security guard. More than six
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booths were affected and the exhibition had to delay half
an hour before it was opened. Moreover, there were a
number of other unintended accidents happened during the
exhibition which demanded quick and clever response before
they broke into disasters. These might include the sudden
cut-off of electricity, the absence of the transportation
means, accidents occured to exhibitors etc.
Include a Contingency Plan in the Schedule
In operation, there would be many unexpected events
that caused deviations from the original plan. It would be
much better if the organizer could have got more
information, contemplated various situations and designed
contingency plans to cater for each expected situation.
For example: All staff of Pan-vision had to be in Shenzhen
in early morning, January 13. However, transportation is
usually terrible on Sunday mornings due to the great amount
of holiday-makers rushing to Shenzhen for recreational and
shopping purposes. By the time the staff got there, it was
already noon. The originally arranged van had not arrived
to take them from the station to the hotel. When they got
to the Silver Lake Hotel, there was nobody helping them to
arrange for their rooms and lunch. Everything was so
disorganized that their morale was greatly affected.
Another event was that the Mayor of the Shenzhen Municipal,
who should have arrived by 3:30 p.m. when the exhibition
pre-view started, had changed his schedule to 2:30p.m.
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Hurried to win over every'minute in settling each one's
position and informing the exhibitors of the adjustment, a
very chaotic scene was seen .in the venue. Some exhibitors
even had not finished installing their exhibited products
when the Mayor arrived with a number of high ranked
officials and commercial heads of the region. It was also
important to allow enough time for preparation. In this
case, a number of things were just settled and installed at
the very last minute such as the audio system and the IDD
telephone lines etc.
Make Sure the Function of Pre-view and Banquet be realized
In this case, the pre-view was limited to those
special guests from Shenzhen and lasted for only about one
and a half hour. It was taken as a rehearsal as well as to
indicate the support the municipal government gave to the
exhibition, especially its organizer- Pan-vision
Exposition Limited. After the pre-view, a banquet was
arranged by Pan-vision that night. Besides acting as a
kind of formal welcome to the exhibitors, the banquet
helped to serve a number of purposes. One and the most
important of it was to help building up initial contacts
between the exhibitors and the managers and supervisors of
the Industrial Development Service Company so as to
facilitate their future cooperation. Some exhibitors were
quite enthusiastic in knowing these members. Another
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purpose was to provide a chance for the mutual-
understanding between the staffs of Pan-vision and the
exhibitors to ensure the smooth operation of the
exhibition. Others may be to provide a chance for the
exchange of China trade experience among the exhibitors.
Prepare for the Exciting Response from Visitors
Exhibitions in China, though held frequently, were
still attractive to and were great events for many
visitors. Within a large crowd of people, contagions of
excitement would be enhanced through intensive social
interaction. It was thus extremely difficult for the
organizer to keep the order on site. Early January 14,
preparation was made for the opening ceremony at 9:00 a.m.
Visitors began to arrive at the doorgate since 8:00a.m.
By 9:00 a.m., more than 1,500 had gathered at the doorgate.
After the speeches made by various guests, the Vice-mayor
of the Shenzhen Municipal announced the opening of the
exhibition and the directors of Pan-vision then showed the
honourable guests around the exhibition. At that moment,
following the wrong signal given by the security guards,
all the visitors, around 2,000, rushed to fight their way
through the entrance. (The guards should have only allowed
around three to four hundreds people at a time to get into
the venue which was about 700 square metres, as they were
told) The situation was totally out of control. All male
staff of Pan-vision had to guard hand in hand at the
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doorgate to reduce the chaos and safeguarded their female
colleagues.
Visitors' registration and brochures distribution were
totally impossible under such situation. All they could do
was to try to persuade the frustrated visitors to be more
patient and narrow down the doorway by the human wall so as
to restore the order. The chaotic condition had lasted for
nearly an hour before it began to calm down. Organizers
and exhibitors were nearly torn apart by the over-exciting
first day's response. Having learnt a lesson from the
previous day's experience, the 2nd day(that is January 15)
enjoyed a much better situation. The entrance was narrowed
down by placing a number of plants there. Specially
assigned staff was placed there to ensure that all visitors
had to go through the registration process before they
entered the venue and the number of visitors in the venue
would be around 400. From this day onward, the order of
the venue was under control, especially during the last
three days when the number of visitors had dropped
drastically.
Seek Full Support from the Chinese Authorities
Most business had to be conducted through some
intermediaries in China. They are generally the import and
export corporations. In order to make a successful deal,
full support had to be seeked from them. In Intech'85, the
Import and Export Trading Corporation had arranged five
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teams of staffs with three to four members each to handle
the negotiation process between the Chinese buyers and
exhibitors, especially on matters in related to foreign
exchange and import procedures. Each team was specially
assigned to take care about four exhibitors. Though on the
whole, their performance were to the exhibitors'
satisfaction, an unhappy issue arise. One of the
exhibitors complained to Pan-vision that during one of the
team's arranged negotiation, one of the team members, in
front of the exhibitor, advised the buyers not to purchase
the product since it was too expensive and was not of top
quality. The team member even indicated the buyer to
purchase the product elsewhere. As a consequece, the
exhibitor lost his business. Pan-vision was not able to
resolve the problem but just making apologies to the
exhibitors. Lucky enough, no other similar problem arised
after that.
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IV. RESULT AND RESPONSE
Visitors
During the ten days exhibition, it was estimated that
more than 12,000 people-time were received. They were
invited mainly by the co-organizer in China--- Shenzhen
Municipal Industrial Development Service Company. The Hong
Kong exhibitors were also given some invitation cards for
distribution so that their trading partners/clients could
come to see the exhibits and demonstrations.
Types of Visitors
A sample of 120 visitors was randomly drawn from the
collection box of invitation cards and registrations in the




Guangdong Province 24 20.0%
Eastern District 18 15.0%
29 24.1%Central District
10South Western District 8.3%
14 11.7%Northern District
12 10.0%North Eastern District
4.2%5North Western District
Though the venue was located in Shenzhen special
economic zone, people from various provinces were invited
and came to visit the exhibition. A significant
percentage, 73.33% of visitors took a long trip to
Shenzhen. They probably spent several days in travelling,
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by train or by air. It was doubtful which was more
attractive to them, the exhibition or the special economic
zone which could not be easily accessed without border.








other staff 8 6.7%
Most visitors came on team basis, generally three to
seven people. Some large groups, consisting of more than
ten people, were also received. The sample showed that
most visitors who came to the exhibition were decision
makers, accompanied by technical men. This combination was
the best team desired by many China traders because speedy
decision making process on what types of machinery in what
quantity to be purchased was made possible under this
combination of personnel. In terms of quality of the




Machinery industries 28 23.3%
Light industries 49 40.8%
Petrochemical industry 4 3.3%
Government 15 12.5%
Research Education 5 4.2%
Other industries 10 8.3%
Machinery industries include heavy industries,
automobiles, agricultural machines while light industries
include electric appliance, electronics, textile
clothing, packaging, food processing, plastic and printing
etc.
It was found that the background of the visitors fell
in a wide range of industries as the exhibition was
considered as a combination of various advanced
technological products. Since there were not many
exhibitors, some visitors were disappointed when they could
not find the goods/technology they wanted to see.
Visitors' Behaviour
Visitors were desirous to take samples, information
brochures, promotional pamphlets and price lists if
available from the exhibitors. Very often, a line of
people could be seen waiting for distribution of sample
products. They also enjoyed the demonstration of the
function of the machineries exhibited which were suitable
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for their industries. Interested parties came several
times before they made any decision. They first came to
get information on the products and then examined the
exhibits carefully. Serious negotiation did not take place
until they showed intention to purchase the products.
However, most visitors were willing to put down their names
and contact methods on the log book provided by the
exhibitors in order to obtain samples, brochures, pamphlets
and other handouts for reporting to their organizations.
Seminars held by some exhibitors to display their
products and explain the operation as well as provide
technological information were also a focal point of
attention. Altogether, four seminars had been put forward
during the exhibition period. On the average, there were
50- 70 visitors attending the seminars. They usually came
from the industries to be introduced. They generally paid
serious attention to the speakers and raised relevant
questions enthusiastically which were mostly technical
ones.
Some contacts with the visitors revealed that they
were happy to accept the invitations to Shenzhen and had a
chance to be exposed to advanced technology. A few
visitors acknowledged that they were ready to purchase the
machines on the spot. They also expected to have more
contacts with the exhibitors and got more information about
the market before they entered into contracts. Most
visitors found that the show was small-scaled in terms of
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number of exhibitors, number of exhibits and size of the
venue. About half of the visitors being interviewed
revealed that this exhibition was completely different from
their expectation which would be a fascinating show with a
lot of exhibitors showing the latest technology. They
expressed their disappointment when they received an answer
that there was no second floor nor other venue for this
exhibition. The other visitors were satisfied because they
could see what they wanted and found the machineries were
at advanced level of technology. In fact, some visitors
did express their intention to purchase the products and
even signed an agreement.
Concerning the arrangement of the China party, more
than half of visitors who came from other Provinces were
happy to join the local tour introducing to them the
development and planning of the special economic zone. The
local tour was offered by the Shenzhen Tourism Development
Company who set a counter in the exhibition venue. About
one-tenth of the visitors were annoyed about the reception
of the China party as they were not provided accommodation
nor any other services that they had arranged beforehand.
This might be due to insufficient planning, preparation
and manpower on the China partner.
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Exhibitors
Altogether, a total of 21 exhibitors occupying 45
booths presented their products in the exhibition. They
came from different industries except three companies
showing plastics injection moulding machines. Other
products exhibited were unique in nature, highly
diversified and could hardly be compared with products
offered by other exhibitors in this exhibition so that
there was little competition among exhibitors. Booth
design was simple and standard except that one Japanese
exhibitor displaying sewing machines and occupying six
booths, designed its own booth in an outstanding way.
Although the exhibitors had different background, including
their experiences in China trade or in participating
exhibition, some commonalities were observed.
Objectives
There were several objectives generally held by
Pxhi hi fnrs i nhi q ghnw
• To meet users from various provinces and to
extend the network of connection.( Only one
company showed that it wanted to meet the
users from Guangdong Province this time as it
had established a connection network in the
northern part of China when it participated
exhibitions held in other cities such as
Shanghai and Beijing.)
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- To test the market and get more information on
market opportunities, in terms of location of
potential buyers, types of products with high
demand and the potential buyers' purchasing
power etc.
- To promote the business and introduce the
products to the visitors
-To enhance the reputation/image of the
company in its specific industry in order to
increase buyers' confidence on the company
About 75% of the companies declined to establish the
sales target for this show. They considered that
participating in exhibition was just the first step in
their marketing process to China. However, on-spot sales
were expected by about five experienced companies as they
had invited their clients to come to examine the products
and pre-exhibition selling activities gave them confidence
that they could sell some exhibits on-spot.
Preparation work
Most companies followed the schedule proposed by the
organizer in arranging exhibits, shipment, custom clearance
and insurance. They only took one to two months in the
preparation process. There were many factors in
determining which products to be exhibited:
Level of technology:
All exhibitors showed those products they expected to
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have a market in China. They identified the level of
technology that suited the market. Over 70% of the
companies displayed the most advanced technology but a. few
exhibitors showed out-dated machines as considered by Hong
Kong manufacturers. Four companies introduced a whole
production line comprising of various machines in this
show.
Quantity to be brought along
Most companies carried just a small number of products
as they did not intend to make on-spot sales. Some
technical products might be required special export
licences before they could enter into the China market.
Only one company brought along 100 pieces of exhibits which
were small in sizes and it expected to make on-spot sales.
Size of the product
Apart from those three companies displaying plastics
moulding machines which were bulky, most companies selected
those small sized products as the time for preparation was
limited. For the other products the company offered, they
prefered to send out catalogues, promotional pamphlets to
the visitors instead of displaying the bulky machines.
Staffing
In average, there were two to three people assigned on
duty for each booth. That means, for some companies that
occupied three booths, about six to nine people would be
assigned on site, might be in shift duty. Most of the
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staff were salesmen and marketing people. Some companies
sent all the marketing people in China section to the site
while other companies had to redeploy the sales team from
other market segment to assist in this show. Only a few
companies assigned technical'people on site. The Japanese
company even employed about five local workers as temporary
staff to demonstrate the operational process of the
machine.
Selling activities
As there was always a crowd of people surrounding the
booths, the staff were busy in introducing the products,
giving out promotional pamphlets and samples. However,
these could be described as passive sellings as the staff
only responded to requests from visitors. They seldom
introduced the exhibits to visitors who just stopped by to
have a clear look on the product. Indeed, interested
buyers would actively raised questions on product
particulars. Serious negotiation would be handled by
senior marketing personnel in the negotiation room at the
back of the venue where the staff from the Import and
Export Trading Corporation were supposed to give help. In
some cases, management/technical staff in home office in
Hong Kong were consulted through long distance call on
certain aspects such as pricing, technical feasibility and
stocking.
As there were unexpectedly numerous visitors, some
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companies failed to prepare sufficient information
brochures so that they just gave out the materials to those
who expressed interest on the products and those who signed
their names in the log book. About ten companies even did
not prepare the price list and could just quote the price
verbally to those interested parties. To phone back to
home office in Hong Kong for help was not uncommon during
the exhibition. In average, 20- 25 long distance calls
were made to Hong Kong per day. They generally asked the
home company to send more staff, more material to make
samples for distribution and more catalogues.
It was also noted by some exhibitors that inquiries
increased tremendously as they had entered into agreements
to purchase and hung up some red paper announcing that the
exhibited machines were booked by some organizations. This
signified that the machines were well-accepted in China so
that confidence was built up on this ground.
It was a common practice that exhibitors would use a
log book to record the names, companies, positions of the
interested clients and their contact address as well as
telex number for follow up if name cards of the clients
were not available. Details designed by each exhibitor
were different. About five companies insisted that clients
had to specify which items or types of product they were
interested in since these companies offered a wide range of
products. Most companies did value this information as
they set the extension of market network in the top
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priority of objectives for participating this show.
Usually, they sent information to these clients immediately
after. the exhibition. Correspondences would be the initial
action to follow up the clients and to exchange
information. Follow-up visits might be held if necessary
or where the salesman were in vicinity as told by two
companies.
Sales result
As China trade was notorious for its long negotiation
process and complicated bureaucratic trading procedures,
lucky exhibitors could enter into agreements to purchase on
the site though only wive exhibitors sold their exhibits
on-spot and did not need to bring back the exhibits. The
primary barrier was that the visitors did not prepare the
foreign exchange required for purchasing the products.
Those who could sell the exhibits on spot were known to
have conducted pre-exhibition negotiation or even
pre-exhibition sale either by themselves or through the
organizer. The exhibitors just used this exhibition
channel to ship the goods to his customer as it was more
convenient in custom clearance for exhibits.
Since exact sales figure could not be obtained, it was
estimated by the researchers on the base of counting the
red paper which announced that the exhibits were ordered
and some conversations with the exhibitors that 80% of
exhibitors could enter into agreements to purchase.
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Evaluation by exhibitors on this show
Exhibitors were satisfied on the number of visitors
invited to the show. They could reach their target
customers in this show. Quality of the visitors were also
very good as they were decision.makers, either management
or technical people. The visitors did possess technical
knowledge and had some ideas on what they were looking for.
The response for the visitors was also enthusiastic.
Impressions on the organizer gave a satisfactory
remark. Though lack of experience in organizing the
exhibition, the organizer was helpful and could maintain
an orderly and peaceful atmosphere during exhibition.
Improvements were suggested with respect to the venue which
was not well-equipped and not up to standard, arrangement
of transport and preparation of lunch, effort in inviting
more exhibitors etc. If the exhibitors had been given more
invitation cards to despatch to their own clients, the
3
results would be much better, as told by one exhibitor.
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V. LIMITATION THEASF.
Intech '85 was not'a typical case for the following
reasons:
Location
It was held in Shenzhen Special Economic Zone where
most bureaucratic practices were eliminated and special
provisional regulations were instituted to assist the
investors and businessmen. For instances, the Shenzhen
Municipal Industrial Development Service Company could act
as coorganizer instead of approaching the branch office of
CCPIT. Entry of personnel, custom duty could also be easily
handled.
Shenzhen was very close to Hong Kong so that it only
took days rather than months to ship the exhibits to the
venue. Assistance from home office in Hong Kong could be
seeked within hours.
Shenzhen was in vicinity to the border of China where
border permit had to be applied for entrance. Most
visitors would thus appreciate the chance to come to
Shenzhen. It was therefore hard to identify their motives,
going to the exhibition or going for sight-seeing or
shopping. Moreover, the quality of visitors was excellent
because invitations to Shenzhen were not easily available
and each corporation being invited would delegate its
high ranked staff to this show.
The Venue
The exhibition venue was in a multi-storeyed
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industrial building located in a newly constructed
industrial estate. It was not a standard exhibition venue
and there was no standard exhibition hall in Shenzhen,
Most facilities were specially equipped temporarily for
this show only.
The Organizer
Pan Vision Exposition Company was a new company and
far from professional standard though it tried hard to be
so. Lack of experience in organizing exhibition and lack
of marketing network made it difficult to sell the space.
It was also a small company with limited human resources as
well as financial resources.
The Scale
Though claimed to be the largest exhibition held in
Shenzhen, the Intech `85.was still small in terms of
number of booths. However, ridiculous enough was that it
accommodated ten industries.
The Exhibitors
All exhibitor's came from Hong Kong. Many costs such
as interpreter, transportation, cultural differences are
minimized.
Despite of the above deviances from typical case,
Intech '85" does give some valuable implications for
holding an exhibition. However, generalizations on the
exhibition industry would•be carefully examined.
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CHAPTER FIVE: FRAMEWORK FOR FXUTRTTTnN
I. FRAMEWORK FOR ORGANIZER
This section depicts the procedural practices in
organizing an exhibition in China by professional
organizer. As each organizer has its unique way to process
its own business according to its experience and
availability of resources, there is no intention to enforce
that this suggested model is the best form of organizing
exhibition let alone the only way to success. Rather, it
is a generalized model that can be taken as reference. It
also helps to reveal, from the details, the specialities in
doing business with China.
There are generally four major stages with respect to
the process involved in an exhibition. They are, proposal
stage, preparation stage, exhibition stage and lastly, the
evaluation stage. These stages are described below in
detail according to the time sequence. A table of action





1. Initiate the idea of Organizer/
holding an exhibition China partner
2. Conduct feasibility study Organizer/
China partner
3. Find a supporter Organizer
Organizer4. Draft proposal
5. Negotiate the terms and Organizer/
confirm the exhibition China partner
II. Preparation Stage
nroani7P1. Prepare the selling
brochure
2. Work out a timetable Organizer
3. Sell the exhibition space Organizer
4. Process the successful Organizer/
case China partner
5. Prepare for the activities Organizer/
held during exhibition China partner
III. Exhibition Stage
1. Pre-view All parties
2. Reception banquet All parties
IV. Evaluation Stage
Organizer/1. Conduct evaluation survey
Exhibitors
Organizer2. Write a report
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Proposal Stage
Initiation of t-hp clAa
As exhibition is functional to buyers in China as well
as the suppliers outside China, exhibition concerning
certain products will be needed to satisfy the market
demand. Both China officials, national or provincial and
the professional organizer (here refer to those in Hong
Kong), will initiate the idea that an exhibition on certain
industries is to be held. Once this idea is visualized
and communicated, a feasibility study can be done by either
party. General survey on the market of this particular
industry is The popular method to identify the needs. This
includes sending out questionnaire to end-users and
interviewing the government officials of that industry.
Analysis of the data gathered will be a good supporting
base for organizing the exhibition.
Contact with the right orgamization
Exhibitions are sponsored under the aegis of
Department of Exhibition of China Council for the Promotion
of International Trade (CCPIT). All proposals on
exhibition are therefore submitted to CCPIT or its branches
for approval. However, some foreign trade corporations in
special economic zone can also sponsor shows. Apart from
this sponsor, an exhibition will better be supported by
another organization. The supporter can be an
import/export corporation or prominent association in that
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industry, locally or nationally. Selection of supporter is
very important as it'helps to invite quality visitors to
come to the exhibition and assists in the whole process of
activities held during the exhibition.
Criteria to select the supporters are their
representativeness in that region or province, or their
representativeness in that industry. In case that the
China party initiates the idea of holding an exhibition,
they will invite, usually, one organizer whom they have
confidence on which is obtained mainly from previous
experience on the show the organizer has undertaken and of
course, the relationship with the organizer. It is
therefore felt that organizers are under great pressure to
make every show a success as this record has great impact
on their future order.
Drafting the proposal
Proposal of exhibition is generally composed of the
following items and is written in Chinese:
Timin
As exhibition is very popular in China and there are
hundreds of exhibition organized each year, it can hardly
be identified that when will be the best time for
exhibition. However, three periods should better be
avoided. They are, trade fairs in Spring and in Autumn
as many foreign trade corporations will assign their
personnel to these two fairs in conducting business with
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respect to export. The other is the New Year Festival as
the transportation cannot-be easily arranged. It is also
noted that the interval between previous exhibition in-the
same industry (no matter where it is held) and the proposed
exhibition should be long enough for the market to absorb
the products and generate new demands. Otherwise, the
response both from the exhibitors and the visitors will
likely be affected. Duration of the exhibition is
preferably seven days as there are many visitors came from
other provinces. It also takes time for them to make
decision on purchasing the products.
Location
At present, most exhibitions are held in major cities
mainly along the coast, namely, Tianjin, Beijing, Shanghai
and Guangzhou because there are well-equipped venue for
exhibition and transportation network are comparatively
good. Indeed, many cities such as Nanjing, Shenyang,
Fuzhou, Nanchang become more popular for exhibition in
recent years. Other inland cities are building standard
exhibition halls to promote the foreign trade. Organizers
should be careful in choosing the location where a certain
demand for that industrial goods is sufficiently high in
that region or where prospective buyers can be attracted
from other regions. It is noted by an experienced
organizer1 that Shanghai is the best place for national
show which target is to reach.endusers from all over China.
It is due to its extensive transportation network,
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efficient communication facilities, up to standard
exhibition hall and well-known to exhibitors. However,
special efforts have to be put to ensure that endusers from
other provinces are really invited as Shanghai is notorious
for its protectionism in the sense that coorganizers in
Shanghai are reluctant to open the exhibition to people
from other provinces and restrict the invitations to those
organizations in Shanghai. As Beijing is the Capital of
China, visitors in Beijing will be more careful in their
decision making which means longer negotiation time is
expected. Indeed, holding an exhibition in other cities
focuses its attention on catering the regional market that
suppliers in some industries may want to enter. For
instances, demand for food processing machinery is enormous
in Chengtu while iron and steel industry is prosperous in
Shenyang.
Scale
It depends on the market of that industry and span of
geographical area where the exhibition is trying to reach.
In the major cities, large exhibition space is available
for large-scaled national show, occupying an area of over
10,000 sq.m. while other cities can only accommodate
medium-sized show, occupying an area of 2,000 to 5,000
sq.m. As indicated in the statistics on details of




It should be negotiated with the China partner on
which kind of machinery to be exhibited. It should also be
determined according to the market demand shown by the
general survey conducted in the feasibility study. At
present, almost 90% of exhibits are industrial goods at
high level of technology. There are only a few consumer
product shows as the consumer market has not yet been
opened to foreign suppliers. Generalized exhibition will
cover a variety of industries while specialized exhibition
displays a variety of products in the samesimilar
industry. Presently, specialized show is the most popular
and welcomed by China.
Negotiation with China partner
Details on the exhibition will be negotiated with
China partner with respect to the sponsor fee, services
provided to the exhibitors and visitors, division of labour
and assignment of responsibility. The negotiation power
possessed by Hong Kong organizer depends on its connection
with the China counterpart and its past experience in
organizing exhibition overseas and in China. Generally,
Hong Kong organizer is responsible to invite exhibitors and
sell the space while China partner is assigned to invite
visitors, provide exhibition facilities and on-site staff.
When all the details are finalized, a contract is
signed and hence the preparation works should start.
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Preparation Stage
Through the preparation stage, marketing and
processing of the exhibition are carried out simultaneously
and preferably nine months before the exhibition day.
Preparation of the Selling Brochure
The first step of the marketing works is to prepare a
brochure describing in detail the product and pricing.
This brochure should include
The market data
This is to justify why the exhibitor should
participate in this show. Some gener_al.economic
information on the industry, recent economic policy,
business opportunity in the market are listed and analysed
for the exhibitors' reference. Of course, some
information on the environment of the region where the
exhibition is to be held will be provided in this brochure.
The venue
An introduction to the site is written to provide some
background information to the exhibitors. It may include a
description on the facilities provided in the exhibition
hall, some technical information such as floor loading,
layout and utilities available etc.
The organizer, sponsor and supporter
Experiences in exhibition are quite important for an
organizer to sell the space. -The status of the supporter
is also a selling point.
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The price
Somehow, there is a standard price for exhibition
space in China. Few organizers are willing to quote a,
price that deviates considerably from the market price.
Even the supporter in China charges a high price for the
services and exhibition facilities they provide, (In fact,
China partners are charging higher and higher fee from a
lump sum serveral years ago to a share in profit in recent
years.) the Hong Kong organizers have no choice but to
lower their profit margin because there are keen
competition in this industry. A 9 sq.m. shell booth with
standard design is generally quoted at US$3,500 which is
much expensive than the exhibition space in Hong Kong. Of
course, the transaction price may be different from this
quoted price according to the bargaining power between the
exhibitor and organizer. Differential pricing is very
common in this industry. Discounts given to exhibitors
vary from case to case and are kept confidential to avoid
communication among prospective exhibitors. Some
organizers, as told by an interviewee3, even give 50%
discount to attract exhibitors and to fill in all the
booths since 100% participation rate represents success and
enhances the reputation of the organizer which in turn,
directly affect the future order from Chinese authorities.
In spite of the severe price cut, the quoted price can
serves as an indication of the market trend.
The services
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Organizers generally provide similar package of
services to the exhibitor including pre-exhibition
promotion campaign towards targeted Chinese buyers
assistance with visa applications, travel arrangement,
accommodation freight forwarding and insurance stand
construction and dismantling invitation to opening
ceremony and reception on-site security and group visit if
possible. They simply recommend a sub-contractor to the
exhibitor-for carrying out some of these services at a fee
payable directly to the sub-contractor. Other services
such as advertising, translation, employment of
interpreter, organizing technical seminars etc. are also
provided with additional charges.
Working timetable
A tentative schedule is worked out to facilitate the
flow of work and serves as a reminder to the exhibitor that
some deadlines should be met in order to make the
exhibition possible. This also shows the degree of
professionalism of the organizer in forms of the details
and services offered. Experienced organizer tends to
design a long list of action plans and takes care of every
events for the exhibitors while the beginner includes only
a rough timetable.
Of course, the participation procedures is mandatory
for selling the exhibition. Printing of the brochure with
respect to quantity and quality is determined based on the
target the organizer wants to reach.
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Marketing Channel
It depends on the target market the organizer desires
to take. Oversea clients and Hong Kong clients are reached
by different channels. The organizer can select to
approach the individual company, either an agent or a
manufacturer, and the trade association as a group.
Advertising
Advertisement is generally placed on newspaper,
industrial magazines, professional journals and brochures
of previous exhibition organized by the company. This is
to enhance the publicity of the show.
Direct mailing
It is a well-accepted and popular channel in selling
exhibition. A cover letter enclosed with the selling
brochures and relevant application forms are sent to the
target clients picked out from various sources including
business directory, telephone directory, exhibitor list of
other company and of course, the previous clients of the
company etc. This is the most effective method to reach
the customer on a personal basis.
ingPersonal-sell
Direct mailing to Hong Kong customers should be
followed up by personal selling either by telephone or by
personal visit in order to increase the response rate.
Serious negotiation process starts with the interested
parties. In practice, each salesman is equipped with a
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selling kids'containing detailed information on the company
background, survey result-on the demand of the product,
newspaper cutting as well as evidence on the successful
record that the company has made, details of this show etc.
Aggressive techniques are adopted in this process.
Seeking assistance from oversea trade association or
C,nvPrnmPn a aPnr v
Many countries provide assistances in form of
financial support or administrative effort to promote the
trade for its manufacturers especially when the industry is
of an important economic value/strategic value. Government
may sponsor a national show overseas. Trade union is also
a prospective client who may organize various promotional
activities for its members. As China is a potential market
for many industries, Government of many countries will
encourage their manufacturers to participate the
exhibitions in China. It is therefore an important channel
fnr the organizer to market the exhibition space.
Assignment of agent in oversea marKet
Oversea agents will be responsible to coordinate the
selling activities. It is also popular in this industry as
many organizers are quite new and have not yet established
their international marketing networks.
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Processing
A tentative work schedule for each activity should be
designed realistically and followed strictly thereafter. A
sample of the checklist is worked out by combining the
common activities gone through by professional organizers
and is attached in Appendix 11. The duty of the organizer
is to coordinate with all the parties involved to ensure
that the activities are carried out as'planned. Usually,
the organizer is heavily involved in documentary works.
Major activities include:
Processing the application
This involves allocating suitable space for the
successful applicants according to their preferences on
first come first serve basis or other criteria such as
grouping the exhibitors of related industries or exhibitors
from the same country. By grouping, the exhibition will
present a sharp focus on certain ideas to be conveyed in a
systematic way to visitors. It also facilitates the
management of some activities such as construction of
booths which may be specially designed for some purposes
moving in the exhibits arranging utility services such as
electricity and water. A formal contract stipulating all
the clauses, is to be signed by both the exhibitor and the
organizer. A sample of this contract is attached in
Appendix 12 for reference.
Obtaining approval from Chinese authorities
Upon closing the application for exhibition space and
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signing contracts with exhibitors, a finalized list of
exhibitors will be submitted to Chinese authorities for
their approval which will usually be granted. All
promotional materials, both written in Chinese and English,
and the exhibits, should also be approved by Chinese
authorities before distribution.
laentitying the services required by the exhibitors
An exhibitor's manual is prepared in which details of
subsequent procedures and types of service offered by the
organizer are listed. All service order forms are then
collected and channelled to appropriate parties, who are
most often, the sub-contractors, for action.
Pre-exhibition selling
Organizer can arrange with the China partner to
distribute the promotional materials including catalogues,
pamphlets, price lists to the prospective endusers. This
will facilitate the selling process and is very important
especially when the seller has little connection with China
users. Very often, the users will contact with the oversea
supplier for more information with regard to certain
products should they find interest in. The negotiation
process may start accordingly. Exhibitions will then serve
as a transaction place where demonstration of the product
is shown to the buyers. Many exhibitors also desire to
confirm that their exhibits can be sold on-spot and did not
need to be reshipped to the country.
Arranging technical seminars
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As technical seminars are welcomed by Chinese buyers,
exhibitors are encouraged'to conduct seminars during the
exhibition period to explain in details the operational
method, new technology employed, specialities of the
product etc. In addition to technological exchange,
seminar is also an important marketing channel for the
seller. Users will have more confidence as they get more
knowledge on the product.
Offering the services ordered by exhibitors
This includes coordinating the shipment of exhibits
with the assigned freight forwarder who is also responsible
for customs clearance submitting the application of visa
for the delegates reminding the exhibitor on other
miscellaneous items such as insurance, preparation of
sufficient promotional material etc.
Coordinating with venue constructor and booth designer to
keep track the decoration of venue
In some cases when the exhibits are huge in size, the
exhibits have to be moved into the venue and installed
before construction of the booth. Generally, the venue is
decorated immediately after handed over from China partner.
Hand-over date is stipulated in the contracts signed
between the organizer and China partner and it will usually
be a week to ten days before exhibition day.
Preparing the guide-book to be distributed during
exhibition
Thw guide-book is uaually compsed of the following
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: a messsage of blessing written by high rank officials in
China, showing China's concern over this show floor plans
of the exhibition venue, list of exhibitors and their booth
numbers facilitating'the identification of sellers a
general description on the exhibitors, their addresses and
contact methods, their background, products and businesses
and the exhibits to be displayed in this show the schedule
of seminars to be held during the exhibition any plant
visits organized for exhibitors and a lots of
advertisements which will be highly effective especially
for those impressively designed ones.
Makin Arrangement with China partner on some services
Organizer has to confirm on bookings of hotel
accommodation for exhibitors transportation during
exhibition to and fro the venue and hotel, or some
important pick up points such as railway stations, bus
terminals, and airport.
Exhibition Stage
It is a custom to have a pre-view attended by Chinese
authorities before the exhibition day. Press will be
released to report the event. High rank government
officials are invited to give comments on the pre-view.
The position/rank held by the government officials invited
represents the degree of concern given by Chinese
authorities and the reputation of the organizer in China.
An reception banquet is usually organized to let the
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exhibitors get known to the supporters who will be involved
in negotiation process of each business transaction. This
banquet also serves as a social gathering where staff of
organizers and staff of exhibitors can exchange their
expectations as well as opinion towards the forecoming
exhibition. After opening ceremony, excited crowds of
visitors will run into the exhibition hall. This signifies
that a busy work day will commence.
Organizer will mainly engage in coordination works
between exhibitors and China partner to provide best
services to facilitate the selling process. Organizer is
also busy at handling complaints and sometimes giving
advices to inexperienced China traders.
Evaluation Stage
During the last few days of the exhibition period,
organizer should do an evaluation survey in form of
questionnaire to collect feedbacks from the exhibitors. A
sample of the evaluation form is enclosed in Appendix 13.
A statistical analysis on the visitor and sales figure
together with the results of the evaluation survey will be
written in a report. This report is useful for improvement
of internal operation. It is also distributed to
exhibitors within one month as a final response. If it is
a successful exhibition, this report is a good selling tool
for next exhibition.
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II. FRAMEWORK FOR THE EXHIBITOR
Besides the above framework, another framework is
suggested for the exhibitor. It would include the
objective setting and criteria in choosing a particular
exhibition.
Objective Setting
Do not participate in exhibition unless you know why
you are doing so. Exhibitors should have an objective in
mind before they take any action. Objectives provide the
direction of an act and a standard for which performance
can be evaluated. Therefore, exhibitors should have made
it explicit so that the staff participating or preparing it
know exactly what is required from them and the way their
performance is measured.
Usual Objectives
Different exhibitors may have a totally different set
of objective(s). They may include objectives such as:
to obtain information about the China market
to have a better understanding of competitors and the
products they offer
to evaluate the potential of the China market
to make known the products you can offer
to promote company and/or product image
to meet and build up contacts with potential buyers
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- to make sales or sales lead, etc.
Usually exhibitors do not have just one objective. In
most case, they have two to three objectives to be
accomplished during an exhibition. Some may even want to
accomplish all of the above objectives we mentioned in one
single exhibition. However, taking everything together to
be their objectives means they do not have any objective at
all. Exhibitors should really make a choice among them.
If they would like to have more than one objective, they
better put it in a priority so that people implementing it
would know exactly what is expected from them.
Selecting a Specific Set of Objectives
The ways how people come up with these objectives can
be numerous. Indeed, they may be divided into four major
categories:
Subjective feeling
Subjective feeling here means the boss or the
personnel in charge personally think and decide that the
exhibition should accomplish certain objective(s). The way
he comes up with the idea is not very scientific. It is
always a mixture of psychological feeling, experience,
wish, personal characters, and attitude towards exhibition.
However, the weighting of each factors are unclear. Any
kind(s) of objective can be chosen subjectively under this
situation. Staff may just know what is expected from them
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without understanding why it is so. For example,
short-.sighted company urges to close order during
exhibition while investors who target for long term profit
will take exhibition as the first step of their marketing
program.
Development stage of the company's China Trade business
The stage of development here means the experience,
understanding or contact the company already possess in the
China market and with the customers. When a company newly
enters or prepares to enter the China market, their
objective may well just be to obtain market information,
evaluate on the market potential and obtain information
about competitors in the market. Exhibition can help them
in obtaining real life experience and information on the
above aspects which can seldom be provided by publications
of any kind.
When a company has already committed itself to the
China market and has obtained substantial information about
it, then their objective may be to promote company or
product image, make known the existence of their product
and start to build up contacts with new buyers. As
compared to the previous objectives, much more hardwork and
good preparation is required before one can really promote
their business and accomplish these objectives during
exhibitions.
After a-company has already established a foothold and
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goodwill in their China business, their objective(s) of
participating in exhibition may now be making contacts with
new buyers, showing and demonstrating their products to the
interested buyers whom they have already contacted several
times beforehand, to make sales or at least sales leads.
Exhibition provides good opportunities in which products,
especially those huge and complex machinery, can be shown
and demonstrated physically before the potential buyers.
This is especially important and true for products that
have import quotas. Exhibitors are always allowed to bring
in products and sell (if they could) in China without
having to go through the complicated and tiresome process
of import permit application. So long as the right kind of
visitors are invited and informed beforehand (usually
before the exhibition by direct mailing), there is high
possibility for exhibitors to gain sales leads and
sometimes close orders for their products.
Capacity of the company
That concerns the capacity of the exhibitors'
companies. A company have to have a well-established staff
team before they can really attempt to close orders during
exhibition. For one that is successful, usually they
possess a team of capable technicians, capable and
aggressive salesmen whom should be experienced enough to
identify the buyers' needs and familiarized with their
commerical style. Or else, success would just be a matter
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of luck. Production capacity or availabilty of products
will also limit the sales target. Large manufacturers. can
entertain many orders at a relatively short period while
small company has to close orders one by one. Financial
resources also restricted the target region of the
customers. China is such a large market that can hardly be
swallowed with limited financial resources. Marketing
expenses are quite considerable for entering the, national
market,
Nature of the product
Sometimes, the products may be so huge that they
cannot be shown physically in exhibitions, or may be they
require special permission from the domestic country beforE
they can be shipped out4(just like some advanced products
that the United States government would limit its export).
All these limitations make sales during exhibitions
impossible. All the best they can is to link up contacts
and show the buyers their catalogues, create an interest
among them so that later follow up, for instance,
invitation to the exhibitor's plant, can be executed.
Criteria in Selecting an Exhibition to Participation
The process of objective setting helps the exhibitors
to reveal and clarify 'why' they want to participate in
exhibition. However, that is not the end of it. The
exhibitors also have to answer the question of 'which'
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exhibition they should participate. That has become an
even more difficult question to be answered as exhibitions
in China have grown in number very rapidly during the past
few years.
The most fundamental criteria that exhibitors have to
consider is the matching of the exhibition with their own
objectives. As mentioned, objectives are those things that
the exhibitors want to achieve, therefore they should
choose the exhibition accordingly.
Specialized Verses Generalized Exhibitions
Exhibitons can roughly be divided into two categories:
specialized and generalized. In a specialized exhibition,
only products of similar nature or industries are
displayed. It is quite easy for exhibitors to collect
information about their competitors, make contact with more
potential buyers and build up an image for their products.
However, it is not that easy to close orders as competition
is very keen during the exhibition. Price cutting may be
an adverse result of it. While in a generalized
exhibition, products for different industries are shown.
Only a few direct competitors will exist in the exhibition.
Comparatively speaking, less competition is resulted and
less discount is necessary to make a sale. But in these
exhibition, fewer potential buyers exist. Though the
number of visitors to the exhibition is large, there is
only a small proportion of those interested in the
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exhibitors' products. However, more general information
concerning the China market can be obtained from these
exhibitions.
Location of the Exhibition
Location here means the region in which the exhibition
is held.
Location: target market
Location may affect the target market which the
exhibitor would like to deal with. For instance, for an
exhibition held in Shanghai, more than 60% of the visitors
are likely to have come from different industries of
Shanghai. 5 So it really limits the scope of buyers the
exhibitors can link up with. Or if an exhibitor has
already built up a strong foothold in North Eastern part of
China, he may like to participate in exhibitions held in
the Southern part so that he can extend his business there.
However, besides Shanghai where the Chinese sponsors
or partners tend to focus more on their own concern and
restrict others to come, most exhibitions held in the
present stage are usually opened to visitors all over
China. So the origin of the visitors is not too much a
concern for the exhibitors.
Location: transportation
Another.factor that is closely related to location is
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transportation. The transportation and communication
system is-not so well developed in China especially for
those interior regions. That is why most of the
exhibitions held nowadays are located in the coastal cities
where less inter-provincial transportation is required.
Usually, it take at least four months to ship a machinery
from the United States to China while no one could be sure
how long it takes for it to be delivered within China.6
Exceptions are for places like Beijing and Chengtu which
are the largest cities in China and transportation network
is better developed. Many exhibitors have experienced the
difficulties of exhibition held in the interior parts of
China where their products came only after the closing date
of the exhibition, even though they have shipped them half
a year beforehand. 7
Location: restriction
Location also affected the kind of restriction faced
by the exhibitors. Exhibitions held in the five special
economic zones and the fourteen open coastal cities have to
face less import restriction. Exhibitors can thus have a
greater chance of making sales and leave their exhibited
products in China.
Timing
It is better to participate in exhibitions that are
held at the beginning of year when the buyers have not yet
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allocated their assigned amount of foreign exchange on
other projects and there would be enough time for the
exhibitors' staff to conclude the sales before the end of
the year. But in general, any time would be suitable for
exhibition except three periods. They are:
before and after the Chinese New Year
before and during the Spring and Autumn Trade Fair
in Canton 8
During these periods, all sorts of transportation will
be occupied by both local and foreign visitors or traders.
Accomodation is really impossible except under official
arrangement. So, do. not ever think of participating or
holding exhibition in China during these three periods.
Organizer
Information about the history of the organizer should
be collected to see what kind of reputation he has and
evaluate on his ability. Ability here includes the
connections that the organizer has which can help to bring
in the right kind and potential buyers, provision of the
necessary services or the source to these services such as
freight forwarding, visa application, translation,
interpretation, booth decoration and construction,
transportation, accomodation, market information and
pre-exhibition contact, printing etc. In addition,
exhibitors should also review on the organizer's ability to
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get help from the Chinese- officials on important-matters
which includes the permission for foreign exchange and
import permit so as to increase the chance to close orders.
The status of the sponsor or the Chinese co--organizers will
have some hints on their relationship and support from the
Chinese government.
Cost of Exhibition
Usually the rent of booths charged by different
organizers are more or less standardized due to the
presence of keen competition in the exhibition industry.
However, the rent for the booths occupies just a small
portion of the total cost (generally a maximum of 40%) that
the exhibitor has to pay out.9 There are cost for:
transportation of exhibits travel and accomodation of
staff advertising design, translation and printing of
catalogue design, contruction and decoration of booth
public relation, entertainment fees and so on.
Different location of exhibition may affect the cost
for transportation and accomodation. Different types of
exhibition may affect the possibility for the exhibitors to
sell out the exhibited products. This is a very important
concern for overseas exhibitors such as those from the
United States or Europe. The cost of transporting the
products is so huge that they are very reluctant to ship
them back. Cost would include expenses on shipment,
insurance, depreciation, administration and so on. For
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instance, for a plastic moulding machine weighted 5,000 kg
and cost US$70,000, come from the western coast of the
States and exhibited in Shanghai. If unfortunately, the
exhibitor cannot sell it out, then he has to pay about
US$600 for the freight, US$500 for insurance. We also have
to bear in mind that it takes four months to ship the
machine to Shanghai, at least two months to arrange it home
shipment and another four months to reach home. That means
the products will have to charge off one year of
depreciation as the result. If it has ten years
depreciation period, on a straight line basis, US$10,000
should be charged off. That means it cost them US$11,100
if the product cannot be sold out. 10 Not to mention the
administrative cost that would occur to arrange for the
back home shipment. If the exhibitor priced the moulding
machine at US$85,000, then he will be willing to sell it
off even at a 20% to 25% discount. Though they are selling
it at a loss, they would be able to save the expense and
troubles to ship it back. Therefore, they should make
careful evaluation on the organizer and the nature of the
exhibition before deciding which to participate.
To conclude, in order to be successful in achieving
the objectives set by the exhibitors, they have to gather
enough information about the exhibitions beforehand. It is
not an easy task since there are so great a number of
exhibitions being held in China nowadays. Much effort and
experience is required in order to obtain the relevant and
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real information related to the exhibitions. Moreover,
in-depth evaluation is needed to make good use of the
information gathered so as to come up with the right kind
of decision.
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CHAPTER SIX ANALYSIS OF THE EXHIBITION INDUSTRY
This chapter is to conclude the above research
findings and to express our viewpoints on the development
of exhibition industry. Some environmental factors are
evaluated on the base of their impacts to the exhibition
industry. An audit is made within the industry as the
prospect of the industry is discussed in terms of its
significance and forseeable problems. Finally, the trend
of development is explored in light of which directions or
means the exhibition industry will proceed on.
I. ENVIRONMENTAL SCANNING
Whether there are opportunities and threats for the
development of exhibition industry in China depend on the
following factors:
Political stability
China is generally regarded as a politics-oriented
country. Any change in the political environment will have
great impact on the economic and business development and
investors cannot afford overlooking the political risks.
The present political unity makes it possible for China to
aim at reforming the economic structure so as to lay the
material foundation for building China into a powerful and
prosperous modern socialist country with a high level of
democracy and civilization. 1. However, the continuity of
present policies depends highly on the succession of
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leadership and the power of the new elites on insisting the
development of infrastructure. If the succession system,
which design is under process, can result in smooth
transmission of power, polit.ical disaster will be avoided
and possibility of having a dramatic change in policy will
be minimized. Confidence on China market can thus be
built. Foreign companies will then be more willing to
invest in marketing programme, like participating in
exhibition, for expanding the China business.
Economic policy
As laid down in the Seventh Five-Year Plan, China
continues to develop the national economy in a sustained
and stable manner and to improve the living standard. Open
door policy is continued to be pursued. Demand for foreign
technology in forms of hardware, e.g. modernized machinery
for production use, and software such as technological
transfer, is high. Foreign companies are thus motivated to
put an effort in exploring the China market. it, in turn
enhances the demand for exhibition in China.
Economicrowtr
Actual annual average growth rate of the country's
industrial and agricultural output value was 7% to 8%
during the Sixth Five-Year Plan period. It is estimated
that similar growth rate will be enjoyed in the following
five years. In addition, China has reserved about US$14.4
billions in foreign exchange.as at the end of 1984.2 This
gives the sellers the confidence that China can afford to
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purchase foreign equipments in order to accelerate its
economic growth. The willingness together with the ability
to purchase highlights the opportunities for the foreign
sellers.
Foreign trade system
The decentralization policy over the foreign trade
system gives local authorities and local enterprises more
decision making power over the relationship with foreign
firms. Red-tapes procedures are reduced and bureaucratic
efficiency is enhanced. Exhibition, as a means of
promoting sales to Chinese endusers, will also be benefited
from the simplified trading procedures. An example is that
special import regulations are instituted to facilitate the
import of exhibits.
TArhnnln9ica1 level
China's present technological level in production is
still low as compared with many industrialized countries.
It is important for the sellers to select their products to
meet the demand of Chinese users. In particular,
industrial sector will still be labour intensive so that
semi-automatic machines are urgently needed. On the other
hand, China tries hard to improve its productivity by
technological advancement. However, it is impossible for
China to send thousands of experts abroad to learn the
technology. Exhibition is an effective means to bring the
advanced technology to China.-
To conclude, the above environmental scanning reveals
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Though the prospect for exhibition industry looks good
as the demand is high, it does not mean that the number of
shows will continue to increase at an increasing rate. It
takes time for the country to absorb the supply of
industrial goods and technologies introduced in a show. In
this connection, several factors should be considered in
evaluating the prospect for this industry
Significance of Exhibition
As stated previously in Section III of Chapter Two,
exhibition as a marketing tool can be used to bridge up the
spatial separation, perceptional separation and separation
of ownership between the sellers and the buyers. However,
as time goes on, much changes will be undergone which may
affect the significance of exhibition as a marketing tool
for the China market.
No doubt that spatial separation will still exist
between the Chinese buyers and foreign sellers. However,
more and more foreign sellers are making use of other means
such as establishing their own representative office or
sending their salespersons to China which will appear to
them to be more effective. So, the importance of
exhibition as a solution to the spatial separation may
decline in future.
With regard to the perceptional separation, the
information flow between sellers and buyers will be
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improved, partially due to the fact that Chinese.users can
learn'from previous exhibitions and partially due to the
enormous channels for them to communicate and obtain the
necessary information. These channels include the
improvement of communication network in China such as
telex, IDD the availability of business directory of both
sellers and buyers which enable mutual communication
through direct mailing and the increase in the use of
conferences to exchange information. All these tools help
to link up the perceptional separation between the sellers
and the buyers which was orginally accomplished by
exhibition.
While for the separation of ownership, commerical
activities such as delegation from either sellers or
buyers, as well as the numerous exhibitions have already
provided both parties with much contacts with each other.
This is especially true for the major cities and coastal
municipals like Beijing, Shanghai, Guangzhou etc. Only new
comers to the China market or traders in less explored
regions will still require exhibition to bridge up the
separation of ownership as they want more contact points.
As a result, the potential participants and locations of
exhibition may change.
Full details concerning the future trend of exhibition
in China will be provided in Section III.
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Technical Problems
Some-technical issues do exist in this industry at
Least in the short run. They are:
Topic for exhibition
Exhibition of the same nature in the same industry
means a repetition of effort and diminishing returns is
unavoidable. Indeed, as number of exhibition incrases
tremendously in recent years, it is more and more difficult
to identify the real needs in the market and specific scope
of products demanded by China. It is even harder to create
the market need for industrial products. It is therefore
felt that this industry will be saturated in several years.
Development will be concentrated mainly in up-grading the
quality of exhibition.
Facilities
At present, there is lack of standard exhibition hall
with acceptable quality of facilities such as electricity
and temperature control. Indeed, more exhibition spaces
are under construction in many cities. Improvements on
other related areas such as hotel accommodation for foreign
exhibitors and for Chinese visitors from other provinces,
transportation system regarding the forwarding of goods and
mobilization of people are also prerequisites for an
effective exhibition. It is, however, certain that much
effort has been put to enhance the quality and quantity of
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these facilities in recent years. Some exhibition services
such as translation, interpretation, design of venue etc.
will soon be upgraded to satisfactory level.
Standard of management
As China has organized so many exhibitions a year,
with a learning curve effect, it is expected that its
efficiency in managing an exhibition will be increased and
management skill in various stage such as planning,
executing and controlling will be enhanced. In fact, as
more and more foreign trade organizations are emerging and
are permitted to sponsor exhibitions, most new
co-organizers do lack experience in handling such a large
event. There is still a long way for the China partner to
go in improving the standard of management.
Cost of benefit
Cost for an exhibition is not low though benefits from
the exhibition is expected to be higher. Cost to different
parties is different. Costs to the professional
organizers are mainly marketing cost which is hard to
predict its trend as keen competition for exhibitors
becomes more severe but network of clients for the
organizer is extended and administrative cost which is
expected to be lowered down. Profits accrued from an
exhibition will be cut as China partner asks for larger
share of profit. For China, exhibition seems to be
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operated at low cost, especially when compared with sending
out delegates overseas. The travelling expenses suffered
by the visitors are absorbed in the same economy without
cash outflow to other countries. On the other hand, China
enjoys the linkage effect as related industries such as
tourism and transport business are benefited. For foreign
exhibitors, budget for participating an exhibition has
never been a small portion of marketing expenses. Apart
from renting the exhibition spaces which is priced more or
less the same as the present rate, costs for the
transportation, staffing and accessory services will not be
reduced. It is only expected that the exhibition will
bring more potential sales lead.
To conclude, there are difficulties to be overcome in
the exhibition industry. However, the sustained demand for
exhibition deserves more effort to be put in this industry.
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III. FUTURE TREND OF THE EXHIBITION INDUSTRY
Having incorporated much of the professional
organizers' invaluable opinion with the conceptual
viewpoints presented by the literature, the writers try to
make some speculations about the trend and development for
the exhibition industry in the next five years. The
forecast will concern four main aspects:
Nature of the Exhibition
Local Versus National Exhibition
Exhibition nowadays are mainly of national scope. It
is due to the fact that advance technology and machinery
are in severe shortage in China and most exhibitions are
being coordinated by the Central Government through CCPIT.
Therefore, they would like to make full exploitation of the
many exhibitions in order to educate their officials.
Organizers and exhibitors would also welcome such practice
since the broader the scope of visitors, the higher the
status of the exhibition would be and the greater the
chance for exhibitors to accomplish their objectives.
However, things have been changing very rapidly during the
past few years. More and more autonomy were being given to
the local governments, not to mention the special economic
zones and open coastal cities. Local governments also have
to bear their own profit and loss, that means they no
longer can eat from the same big bowl. Some provinces had
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already practised protectionalism in order to safeguard
their own interest. Many organizers have f orseen the.
spreading out of the protectionalist practice among other
provinces. In such case, each city would request
organizers to arrange those exhibition that can best suit
their local requirements. They would also try to restrict
visitors from other regions to participate in the
exhibition in order to retain the best for themselves.
Therefore, unless with the support and coordination from
the central government, exhibition will be scoped down to
the regional or local level in the near future.
Specialized Versus Generalized Exhibition
Both types of exhibitions had been held by organizers
in the past. The advantages and disadvantages of each of
them have been described previously. There is no way to
say which would be the dominant form of exhibition in the
China market since each is being restricted by different
environmental factors. Specialized exhibitions can only be
organized in regions with big demands for the specific
kinds of products. Exhibitors would not be interested in
participating specialized exhibitions where the market is
too small to absorb most of the exhibited products.
Foreign exchanges available for these regions would also be
quite limited. Therefore, only big markets (those with
large regional demand) are the suitable site for
specialized exhibitions. Places like Shanghai, Tianjin,
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Guangzhou and Beijing are.good sites for specialized
exhibitions
Specialized exhibitions can further be divided into
two types:
Specialized by industry
That is, only products related to a specific industry
are being displayed in the exhibitions. They may come from
different parts of the world and exhibitors are mostly
paying for their own expenses.
Specialized by country
These exhibitions are mainly held by government or
quasi-government bodies (most likely to be trade
commissions) of foreign countries. Exhibitors are
subsidized to join. The products being displayed, instead
of belonging to a specific industry, come from many
different industries from that particular country that may
suit the demands of the China market. The exhibition that
is going to be held by the Hong Kong Trade Development
Council in Shanghai this May is a good example of it.
Undoubtedly, the first group is the dominated type
between the two in the present situation. Since trade
commissions can make use of other means such as
conferences, delegations etc. in opening up the China
market, so the number of specialized exhibitions by
countries will not increase a great deal in the near
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future.
While for areas with small demand for one specific
kind of products, generalized exhibitions can better suit
their needs. Different industries will be able to get the
right kinds of products needed at the same time. Their
limited resources and facilites can at least fulfill the
basic requirements of the organizers and exhibitors on an
infrequent basis. Places like Guizhou, Lanzhou may be
suitable site for generalized exhibitions. The one in the
case study belongs to this group. Further suggestion
concerning future development of the specialized and
generalized exhibition will be presented in the section on
location of exhibitions.
Industrial Versus Consumer Products oriented
Most exhibitons in the present stage are displaying
industrial products. It is due to the urgent requirement
for technology transfer in the Chinese enterprises so as to
accomplish the Four Modernization Program in the 20th
century. Most, if not all, of the foreign exchanges are
assigned to these industrial units. Since such a huge
market exists, it is quite natural for the outsiders to
organize and participate in industrial exhibitions.
On the other hand, the consumer market in China is
neither ready nor well developed. Only very few buying
agents and distribution channels exist nowadays. It is
better for manufacturers to contact them individually so as
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to build up the close personal relationship instead of
making use of exhibition. Moreover, the Chinese standard
of living is still not high enough to consume large amount
of imported consumer products. Although most of them would
like to change their taste, the sky-price of the imported
goods (together with the over 60% import duty) is too much
for them. That is why consumer products exhibitions are so
few in number.
Even for the next few years, industrial exhibition
will still be dominating the market to go alongside with
the central government policies. The number of consumer
products exhibitions may increase a bit as the Chinese
standard of living is improved. However, due to the lack
of foreign exchange for individual buyers, they will still
occupy a small percentage of the industry.
Location of Exhibition
Exhibition in the present stage are mainly located
either in the coastal cities or main industrial cities in
China. Since market is there and facilities for holding
exhibitions are better developed in these regions. As
competition become more and more severe in these regions,
organizers start to shift some of their attention to the
inland market. Although the inland market is not as big
and transportation is always a problem to the organizer and
exhibitiors, the comparatively unexplored market can at
least attract some exhibitors who want to extend their
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business and avoid being trapped in the keen competition in
those.developed regions.
According to a professional organizer, future (in
reality such trend has already exist in this year)
exhibitions in the coastal or main industrial cities would
mostly be specialized in nature. While those inland
exhibitions will cover a broader scope of industries. That
can be explained by what we have mentioned in the section
concerning specialized and generalized exhibition.
Professional Organization Versus Self-organization
Exhibitions can either be organized by a professional
organization or an individual exhibitor. Majority are the
former type. Professional organizers can enjoy economy of
scale by arranging exhibition for large number of small to
medium size exhibitors. Most of them have their offices,
even headquarters in Hong Kong, so as to facilitate
coordination with the Chinese partners or sponsors. These
organizers usually are people or organization that have
already built up quite good relationship with Chinese
officials or departments and they, from their past contacts
and working experience, have a very good understanding of
the China market and its trading procedures. All these can
provide much help to the Chinese traders especially the
newcomers. And it is the. understanding and relationship
which enables them to hold exhibitions in China while it is
impossible for others.
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Moreover, only very large companies or those with
well-established relationship with the Chinese parties-can
organize exhibitions for their own company. Cost,
especialy when administration expense is included, is much
higher than that of participating in other's exhibitions.
However, the outcome can also be much better. Since the
company is just handling one or two interested enterprises,
there will be enough time and opportunities for them to
make good explanation and conduct promotion activities
among the buyers, therefore the possibility of closing
sales is quite high.
As only very few company can organize exhibitions of
their own, from the perspective of cost and relationship,
even though it may be a more effective mean in closing
sales. Exhibitions organized by professional organizers
will still dominate the market and help exhibitors to
achieve the various objectives they have.
Multifunctional Exhibition
Exhibitions will continue to be multifunctional, that
is a combination of many functions, which include
displaying products, conducting sales, arranging for
technical exchange, information gathering etc. It is
extremely costly and difficult to get into the China
market, especially for those non-Chinese traders who have
to apply for visa each time they want to enter China.
Therefore, they have to make good use of the contact with
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their potential buyers. Moreover, the cost of
participating Chinese exhibition are more or less fixed, so
the more objectives they can achieve, the more
cost-effective will be to them. The picture is just the
same from the viewpoint of the Chinese visitors. They
would also welcome its multifunctional nature so that they
can get the most out of the exhibitors about the external
world even if they do not have the chance to go abroad.
To conclude, the location, nature and functions of
exhibitions will change inevitably as the environment in
the China market changes. Organizers and exhibitors should
pay a close look to the Chinese development in order to act
wisely according to the changing market needs.
appendix 1
Foreign Trade System in China
Source:
Lawrence Fung,ed., China Trade Handbook, Chart 12.2
APPENDIX 2
Organization Chart of Ministry of Foreign
Economic Relations and Trade Cmffrt)
Source:
Lawrence Fung,ed., China Trade Handbook. chart 12.1
APPENDIX 3
- Organization Chart of The Bank of China
Management
- Co-ordination Planning Department
- International Department
- Foreign Exchange Department
- First Credit Department
- Second Credit Department
- Banking Department
- Bank of China Trust and Consultancy Company
- Institute of International Finance
- 8 other administrative and supervisory departments
Source:
Lawrence Fung,ed«, China Trade Handbook, P.199
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APPENDIX 4-A
China's Foreign Trade 1977- 1982 (RMB Billion)
Year Total Growth Growth Growth
vo lume rate(%) Exports rate(%) Imports rate(%)
1977 27.25 13.97 13.28
1978 35.51 30.3 16.77 20.0 18.74 41.1
1979 45.46 28.0 21.17 26.2 24.29 29.6
1980 24.056.38 27.24 28.7 29.14 20.0
30.41981 73.55 36.76 34.9 36.77 26.2
2.741.431982 77.20 5.0 12.7 35.77
Sources:
State Statistical Bureau, China Statistical Yearbook,
Peking: 1982 Tai Kung Po issue
APPENDIX 4-B
Commodity Structure of China's Export in 1982
1. Textiles and light
industrial products
2. Mineral fuel
3. Heavy industrial products
4. Food
5. Industrial material
6. Chemical p roducts
7. Others









Commodity Structure of China's Import in 1982
% of total imports
1. Heavy industrial products
2. Food
3. Industrial raw material












State Statistical Bureau, China Statistical Yearbook,
Peking: 1982; Tai Kung Po issue
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China General Administration of Customs, Customs
Statistics, 1982
APPENDIX 5
Rates of Advertisement on Television
Stations
{rate nurrennv!
Time slots Rates {Snronrlsi Coverage





















4,000 6,000 Nationwide except
3,340 5,000 Tibet, and Xinjiang;













1,340 2,000 Beijing and vicinity;
1,120 1.670 3.2 million viewers
440 670
700 800 900 1,120 1,790 Fujian; received by








(except 1900-2 1 30)
Fixed position
Rotation
2,600 3,200 4,000 5,400 9,000
2,100 2,600 3,200 4,300 7,200
2,100 2,600 3,200 4,300 7,200
1,700 2,100 2,600 3,400 5,800
Guangdong; received
by 600,000 TV sets
and 7 million viewer
Source:
Lawrence Fung,ed., China Trade Handbook, Chapter 20,
Appendix 20.2C
APPENDIX 6
Rates of Advertisement on Radio
(rates in RMB, unless otherwise specified)
Broadcastina Stations


















The A, B, and C rates charged by Shanghai refer to the following time slots:
A— Saturday: 1830- close; Sunday and public holidays
B Monday-Saturday: 0600 0800 and 1200- 1330: Monday-Friday: 1830 2200
C— Afniidnv-Sahirdav: odpoi-0555 0808 1153. 1335 1825: AIondav-1'riday; 2205 close
250 450 600 750 880 1,0 10
Beijing; also iclayed nationwide at
0650 0700 and 2000 2050
each day
180 340 480 600 700 780
Beijing; also relayed nationwide at
0700 0750 and 2200- 2250
each day
50 80 110 140 170 200
Bujian
400 600 700 1,000 1,200
Guangdong
500 450 550 800 050
Aieas aiound Guangzhou
80 120 1(() 200 240 280
Beijing, 1 lebei
80 110 145 245
70 95 125 210





80 120 150 30C
Tianjin,' Beijing, 1 lebei
Source:
Lawrence Fung,ed., China Trade Handbook, Chapter 20,
Appendix 20.2D
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Lawrence Fung,ed., China Trade Handbook, Chapter 20,
Appendix 20.2A
APPENDIX 8
Rates of Advertisement on Magazines
(rates in RMB, unless othetwise specified)
Rates (full page)






100,000 2,300 2.800 2.800 3,300
China Pictorial
(tnoti tlilv)
850,00(1' CSS 18,500 CSS 2 5.000
China's Foreign Trade
(twice monthly)
100,000 3.200 M00 7.200
Red Flag
(twice monthly)
0,700,000 1 IK.S80,(l()0 CKSOh.OOO
Source:
Lawrence Fung,ed., China Trade Handbook, Chapter 20,
Append ix 20. 2B
APPENDIX 9
Questionnaire for Exhibitors
1. When did your company start trading in China?
How about your first trial? By what means did you
enter the market?
2. How do you promote your productsbusiness in China?
By advertising (in magazine, newspaper, television,
radio etc.)?
By exhibition? By personal selling? By direct
mailing? By appointing agent? By setting up
representative office?
Are you satisfied with the results?
How would you compare the effectiveness of each of
them?
3. Have your company taken part in any exhibition before?
(Besides the one in Shenzhen) How many? When?
4. What are the company's objectives in joining exhibition
in general?
5. What were the company's objectives in joining
exhibition in Shenzhen?
6. Why did you choose the Shenzhen exhibition to join?
(Based on: timing, location, terms offered, target
cus tomers)
7. When did you start to prepare for this exhibition?
What preparation did you make before going to the
exhibition?
Any pre-exhibition sellingcontact?
8. How did you decide what to bring to the exhibition?
and how many?
9. How did you make your manpower planning?
10. Did you make contacts with your target customers?
Who were they? How many? How did you record their
information?
11. Did you do any business during the exhibition?
Cash or agreementcontract? How many?
12. What specific difficulties did you find during the
exhibition?
13. What specific gain and loss did you have for the
exhibition?
14. What is your overall assessment of the exhibition?
15. What are your comments on the organizer?
16. Can you explain why you are able to close orders with
some visitors and not others?
17. When and what kind of follow up actions have you done
after the exhibition?
18. Will you join more exhibition in the future?
19. How do you feel about the exhibition practice in China?
Any possible improvement would you suggest?
How is exhibition organized by Hong Kong organizers
different from that of those organized by the Chinese
parties?
20. From your experience, what are the factors that will
contribute to the success of handling China trade?
21. What is your impression on the commercial style in
China?
How is it different from that of the Western world?
What would you advise somebody who intends to do China
trade?
Apj3jLication for Exhibition Space INTECH '85
CHINA SHENZHEN SEZ INTECH '85
INTERNATIONAL INDUSTRIAL TECHNOLOGY EQUIPMENT EXHIBITION
JANUARY 14-23. 1985
APPLICATION FOR EXHIBITION SPACE





公 司 名 稱 ：
電 話 ：





1. We apply for exhibiting at China Intech '85
Please reserve for us the following booth(s) or the nearest available booth(s) in the exhibition.
…51 0'.
Booth number(s)
Total participation fee US$ 參 岐 竹 ⑴
We hereby undertake to occupy the booth(s) allotted to us at the Exhibition Hall and agree to abide bv all the
regulations as laid down by the organizers (please see overleaf).
…0
2. Our exhibits
3. Exhibition Guide: We are interest in advertising please contact us with details.
…4






We hereby accept the above application
FOR OFFICE USE ONLY
B:
Date
for Pan-Vision Exposition Ltd.
Exhibition Space Assigned:
US
p0f»! r 1 (Pitrftis?
展 覽 規 則
ti°n for (lie removal of all waste and rubbish resulting from can be carried out without the express permission of (be
such erection or dismantling from the F.xhibition Hall Organizers.
Organizersas usedin these rules meansthe Fan-Visionbefore the openingof andwithin two daysimmediatelyii. Theelectrical supply is, for single phase, 220 volt 50 Hz
ition l td of Rm.1601, TungWabMansion,199 Henncssyalter the Inhibition period accordingto the arrangementand 380 volt tor three phase.
Wanchai,HongKong,andtheir authorizedagentsandof the Organizers.Nostorage facilities shall be providediii. Flcctricity will be suppliedonly through(be Organizers
entatives acting within the scopeof their authority.. for packagingcases, surplus material or other properties or electrical contractors appointedby the Organizers.
F.xhibition as used in these rules means the China of the Exhibitor. No nuiltiplug is allowed to he used by any Exhibitor,
henSF7Intech 85 International Industrial Technology
lipmcntExhibition, to be held at the BngunlingIndustrial v- Beforean Exhibitordecoratesbis booth,he mustclosels
:t. Shenzhen.Block617. 6-1 Section, BaguatingIndustrial observethe following rules andliaise with the Organisers'7. Insurance
:t. ShunKongRoad. Shenzhen.P.R.C. on January 14-23. ollicia! contractu before the commencementof the i. The Exhibitor shall insure his displays against loss or
XVotks damage by theft, fire, and any other natural calamities,
Fxhibitor as used in these rules meansany person or a No poster or wall paper maybe pasted on to 'he or anv cause whatsoever.
inv exhibiting in the 1 xhihition, its representatives, agents existing panel;- t-... i;v|,;.;.,r•... c.. .r..f„ 1 i..-,..., 1- bun r.xhibitor is responsible for indemnifying theuplovccs at the Ixhihition b. No painting may be applied to the existing panel, i o„•.•..•.1..;....' M,,»; Organizers and their agents against liability to (he ownersc. N' dnlhnr. or nails screws may be applied or used,(•:•,,, V.,,' t, ,,ie exhibition premises, anv public authority or(mission in the existing pane unless such nans, screws or (j.,r,,r1ni.inl,. rn....',,» .i C• i. i P merit of (he Chinese authorities ana each and
c Organizers reserve .,11 uplilx mthe nivcpiaru-e o{ ovtt drillings .ue less tlun mm(311 in ili.imeter and eveV other exhibitor in rcspc.-t of anv action cost
-ties to lake part in the! xhihition or exhibit, to he di;- less th.m I 3mm(5R' tin length: ciaim am, dcmandnf w)iatevCr na!llre consequential to
lyed and all decisions of the Organizers to sucheft eel d- A,! st.indord shells ate (rained with high quaht amact or omissionof the Fxhibitor his staff or agents
ill he final No reason lot any such said decision shall aluminium and in view ot this the I xhthitor is...
given and no claim or objection from anv Exhibitor str«ncl advised not to screw, drill or nail on an ot u '|_nr s responsible for any damageto the
relation thereto shall be entertained these frames fn del mlt whereof the Exhibi'r Hi di N'n,C'l'K' Door, u!k pillar, and any part of the Ex-
be liable lor the total hss resulting therefrom ul idon Hall t.utstd h) his staff or contractor in the
yment of Rental c- I he 1 xhihitm may apply sinem or double sided tapes transp rl,iti- n, removal of refuse andor uccornMon
non-refundable deposit equals to one hall of the total or pins mthe existing panel,
lal payable b each exhibitor mustbe madewithin uie I No glue. scotch (ape, sclt-adhesive paper, screws.
rk of (lie con Urination of the application. Balance ot nails, spikes, pins or paint should be used on floors. FoodPrinks
a said rental must he paid on u hctoie November 30, walls, pillars or any par t of tlit T xhihition Hall. Kl J.
HI. tailing ot which ,in paid deposit shall be forfeited mil g Ml containers, packing items and anv other articles°° .ottc. or contains oo6 and drinks i. e allowed
? space reserved rc allotted. Anv payment madeb in not lor display must bo removedtrom die I xhihition' ta en in t k lihition Hall.
.hthit-n cancelling or reducingbis spacereservedshall not Hall before the day ot opening.
refund in anv event If writ ten notice of w it hdnwal from No pressurized containers shall ue used at the Ex- on i c r rr i ui...• j,,..., 9. Move In Put of ExhibitsE.xhihitor is not received on ot belorc November 2?, hibiiiou II til for :in purpose wi hout the prior......
n,..,,,,.. vi.. i i ii« r,,: 7(• I he Orcnniscrs ot their agents shall provide each Exhibitor84, the total participntion fee shall be due and pav ihle. approv.il «-t t('n. H,i;crv..,''• with a schedule for the moving tn and out of exhibits and
ace Allocation I'so decoration items which must be strictly followed. In
1 tic OrtMrmrrx reserve nil powers to ;,l|o. booths nn.i 5 Vpcralion of Booth the t-occsx of moving the said items in. the Fxhibitor
•ill decisions to such eff'-ct sh-ill he tln-il 1 No booth shall be loft unattended nt uiv tunc dnimpthe must ?rranee for authorized representative to be pre¬
lim Oreanicrssha'l' ho entitled, it thev onsidcr neccss-openmehoursot the I xhihition I he Inhibitor's staff sent a? his boothto receive the goodsas the Otpanizets
atv. and even it other ananrcmentvhave aheadv trcen pr'm at ,hc 'v;in' booth nt least 15 minutes are unable to accept delivery on anybody's behalf, nor
confirmed, to alloc,te to an Fxhibitor space situated at a bc,nrc 'h,'1 po,,nr 'n,: 3nl ,C:,U' 1 1 :,l! '-an thev be responsible lor -he subsequentsafe keepine..,.. nut kitci tn.in' b mmutc ;dfcr the t!vinc h'Hir 1 he 1 x-,.| -,|U iteindifferent lmnimri «n .dtcr the size ;ind duipe ut mv,,.,,,,.., r,.,.•-,,,,,., lubifur sh;d be responsible fur the•! cunduct ;ili hi» u••••. j.•• i l «t.bo.uh ;i!Ecnted. But the Otp.imzers slnll miurm the 't All exmmt ;md decoration mntcnah snnil be removed
! xhibitur concerned anv such changes m least das sta 11, api. ,i ts ni rtpriwnta. ius. within two dnv s immediately ifter the exhibition period, ix•' u No business actoilv shad be conJueted b the 1 xhibitor T, r t.•,, M,,,..,,,, M r....in advance of the commencement of works mi-site.,.,,• I fie f xhihition nail snail then be closed to 3!I Exhibitors......., r- i• i•, and or Ins staff outside the nlhva'ed booth area. in v i• t- i»_ j. Exlubitum space is |.q stnetlv to the[ xhilufoi and sub.,. and a.!! exhibits and decoration materials '.eft behind..,, a (b er t isme or irnissing for business mav like place,,,,,.., T.., f.iect in tlit- previous consent of the Organizers no sub-,. snail be deemed forsaken. The costs incurred for the.,. tnvwluue else m the I xbdufum Hall. i•.,,,,,.,, rlet' i rig or assignment or parting with possession ni my,. removal of anv such items shall be borne ay toe T•.„. iii No activity which in 'he opinion of ?hc )rranizers,....spat o PlUu ated t» anv other person is allow n».,,. ninnoF',,.. im-umis a nuisance w ,inno;iiuc to the public r
Iltc Cfrranicts resetvc the powerto close any mnUnne.,ltl,cr exhiHto.s sh;d! be cnusedby an Fxhibitor within Al1 m,,s« be 1 ;,rricl h rubber-tyred f dleyv ever
3,.'un ;Um:' U'inp ic insinuation period or nnv' ()u, v.. .jnj., sllib„inn. In p3r!icllbr. audto-visual protective boardinEs.time inning the I xhihition, if in the opinion of the,.,.,.,.,.,• r, displav ecpnpmcnt must he so positioned, mil (be soundOrganizers, such machine, device i ot :i clangorous »i, level so adjusted, as not o amvn anv reasonable person.chayactcr. or is nor in accorrlanee with any regulation, 4J.,.,. 14,. 10.Others.,,, A. w., Miv offensive equipment sha'l be switched ot or dp-....provi led lieremnfter or if the I xhibitor or his represent- i. ,x... i Any work carried out in( hina must be in accordance...,,.' I'MiiK'gtort. Moreover, the Organizers reserve the right.;,.,alive tails to (Observe and comply wjin any of rhese re,.,, with ,lic current regulations imposed by trie government,.,,'•... to ienuire am audio visual presentation do'ninentnl.. r. 0.....'...eulafiops or misconducts lumse'f. anv such exhibitor.......... of the P R and all related authorities. Anv contravent-...... m then opinion to he discontinued.,.....,,.,or his representative shall immeiliatels upon receiving.,,..,....,,, ion of these conditions wit, be stopped unmediatev.,,,-, -u f he I xhibitor must submit all materia! particulars of ill.... rnotice to that effect. remove such machine denw or,,,•, I be Organizers will not be held responsible for anv extra,..,, exhibits iticJuline weights and dimensions to the Org in-,misbehaved persons from the exhibition ground with,.. c,vst or deiav so caused.,,' .r,...,.. i, tzcrs tor iheu approval
tc:is,.n;ible force if mvcs.iry: tn del mil... whiclt it Omilv|( ov),jljf is ,jjsrb%C(| prectiti'ioiu tmiMbe taken•'! :,iinrc ,hc Inhibitor at anv time before or duringthe
lie lawful lor the Organizerstn renrnvc tna.binr «u |ur tIu. pn,tectir,n -,t tlv mibli. and l.-cible npiml HOF xhihition period tn cnmplvwith any of the exhibition
device or such mtsbehau-dpersons at the rxpiuts-.- nt ,he N()f loi f M in Incbh andChinesemm,be placed rules,and conditions shall automatically deprive the
I xhibitor. without their incurring or bcinr liable for any ,,n anv movingexhibit to wain the public !'xhibitor of the right to participate any further in theloss or damage which may be occasioned bv or through.'• IAhihi»irvn -tod no rbim for refund nf anv (f odd.•; VI. All precautions must be taken b the Exhibitor against bxnir.iion .oia no ci.aim ior rciuna or anv tee paidsuch renuwal; and no return shall be made M the.... f t-, sh-dl he pnmrt'bned bv the Orennizers..... r....,. tire and provisions lor the extinguishment of fire to the UM• em-uniRa° UR rpamzers-I xhibitor of anv sums of rnonev which mav base been...,
pai'I bv him for rent and charp.cs satisfaction ot the Organizers must be made. iii. The Organizers reserve the right to alter and amendii I reclion and decoration of boothmustbe completedan of the regulations herein and issue additional rules
onlhs Exhibits 111' n bcue the opening of the Exhibi- they deem necessary for the orderly presentation of the
Shall xiheme booths arc all of uniform dexjpn. the tnvi:. ,ion; ,rpai, r Mnh ren,mal a,1di,ion 1 bibi,ion- Anv disputc nr difference arising out of the
board with exhibitor's namein particular No alterations mateink mustonly be timed on, whenthe I-xhihition interpretation of these regulations ot regarding the
o, additions should be madeto the standard fascia and ,i:lli ,s ,osed mdwi,b ,hc l'onsen of thc 0rFan,7Cr du- and obligations of the Exhibitors shall be
lettering by the Exhibitor Hii.No exhibit is allowed to be tnkon into the booth once the decided by the Organizers whose decision shall he final
. Ihe FxhiHt'or mayemployhis owncontractor to erect Inhibition has been officially openedunless special jv ,n ,he nn|jkelv eventthat the exhibitionhasto head-
and decorate his own booth but the detailed plan of the £CI?n,s.(in ls n 1 e Organizers jourr.cd, cancelled, terminated earlier or later than. rv.., jx No exhibit mav be removed front the booth before die...,. r.., r•,..nooln mut be submitted to the Organizers tor approval. scheduled due to acts of God or unforeseeable circum-
at least 4.5 days before (lie opening of the F.xhibition. close of the 1 xhihition. stance or tor compliance with the laws and regulations
No alteration may be made without the consent of the of the government of the P.R.C or the Shenzhen
Organizers after the approval by thc Organizers of the 6. Electrical Work Municipal Industrial Development Service Company,
design. i All electrical works shall he carried °ut by flic oftit i.» 1 the Organizers' liability shall be limited to refunding to
i. No booth should be designed to go beyond2. tn in contractor appointed h the Organizers and al! charges evorv individual Exhibitor a sumnot exceeding the
height. Exhibits and displays should either not exceedthereof shall he paid by the Exhibitor Anydesign difference betweenthe collected exhibition fees and al!
this limit. or plan of elec trical installation must be submitted to actual costs incurred b the Organizers provided such
I. The Exhibitor using bis ownworkersor contractor to the Organizers lor approval at least 4 5 days before the expensesshall be duly vouchedby written evidence
erect, decorate or dismantle his booth is responsible commencementof on-sjre works. No installation works where piocumble.
APPENDIX 11
Checklist for Processing an Exhibition
1. Receiving of application for exhibition space from
interested exhibitors
2. Submitting exhibitor list for Chinese authorities'
approval
3. Allocating exhibition space to exhibitors
4. Sending exhibitors manual to approved exhibitors
5. Receiving service order forms from exhibitors
6. Making arrangement with sub-contractors to provide the
services requested by exhibitors
7. Submitting of seminar title, exhibits catalogues,
promotional information to Chinese authorities for
approval and to China partners for despatch to
prospective visitors
8, Coordinating shipment
9, Granting approval to special booth design
10, Submitting visa application
11. Submitting full seminar texts, audiovisual materials to
Chinese authorities for approval
12. Making arrangement of hotel accommodation and
transportation
13. Checking the venue decoration, booth construction and
move in exhibits
14. Assisting in custom clearance for the exhibits
15. Commencing the promotional campaign to announce the
opening of the exhibition, e.g. press release, placing
advertisements on newspaper, or even arranging a
reporter reception
APPENDIX 12
ample of a__C£IItracj: between Organizer and Exhibitor
CQ44PUTEH QMK





F r o m:
Hoar Sir.
Thank you for your application to participate in this Exhibition. We have
pleasure in allotting you the following standstands.
STAMP PI
.m X .m T01AI ARFJ . sci.m. FULL COST US'
Please complete the FORM OF ACCEPTANCE below and return this complete sheet to
us within 2 weeks of the above date. The duplicate is for your reference. An
invoice is enclosed for 50% of the total cost as deposit which must be settled
within 2 weeks of the above date; the outstanding balance must be paid before
23 September, 1985, Please arrange for payment to be made to
AC No.: 10-10-00042-3, Chekiang First Bank Ltd., 109 Hennessy Road,
Hong Kong. The Terms of Contract (attached) governing the Exhibition, are
binding on all exhibitors.
For and on behalf of
Authorised Signature
FORM OF ACCEPTANCE
We hereby acree to accept the stand(s) alloted to us as detailed above and have
arranged for US$ being 50% of the total cost of participation to be
credited immediately to the above account. We further agree to abide by the
Terms of Contract, of which we acknowledge receipt, and to pay the outstanding













Beijing, P R China
COMPUTER CHINA 'RR





Invoice No.: D a t e:
This is the invoice for 50% deposit of the total cost of participation.
Payment must be made within 2 weeks from the date of invoice bv a bank transfer
in USS to:
AC No.: 10-10-00042-3, Chekiang First Bank Ltd., 109 Hennessy Road
Flong Kong.





US$3,950 for a minimum unit of 9 m stand
i j n i t( s) T o t a 1: U S$
Option 2:
US$ 4,500 for a minimum unit of 12 m stand
u n i t f s) Total: U S 5
Option 3:
IJS$ 5.200 for a minimum unit of 15 m stand
11 n i H s) Total: USI
Option 4:
JS$ 330 per m, minimum area 27 m
sq. m. Total; U Si
50% deposit: UST
If payment is to be made in Hong Kong dollars, it should be based on the















This is the invoice for the outstanding balance of the cost of participation
which must be settled by 23 September, 1985.
Payment must be made by a bank transfer in US$ to:
AC No.: 10-10-00042-3, Chekiang First Bank Ltd., 109 Hennessy Road, Hong Kong





US$ 3.950 for a minimum unit of Q mx stand
unit(s)
Option 2:
USS 4.500 for a minimum unit of 12 stand
uni t( s)
Option 3:
USS 5.200 for a minimum unit of IB nr stanri
unit(s!
Option 4:







If payment is to be made in Hong Kong dollars, it should be based on the








Beijing, p R China
1. Terms of Reference
For the purpose of this contract:
The term Oraanizer shall mean
I he Te m Exhibitor shall mean any company, including its employees,
servants and agents, t.o whom space has been al located for the purpose of
exhibiting.
The term Exhibition shall mean the captioned exhibition referred to on
this Terms of Contract.
2. Application for Participation
The submission of the Form of Acceptance shall deem to be the acceptance of
the Terms of Contract by the accepting company. Application procedure is
completed after the submission of the Form of Acceptance and payment of 50%
deposit. Acceptance of participation will be confirmed by the Organizer or
its representative in writing. The Organizer shall reserve the right to
refuse any application without giving any reasons. The space reservation
form is supplementary to and forms part of this contract once when the Form
of Acceptance is returned.
3. Allocation and Use of Exhibition Space
Allocation of space is made by the Organizer. While attention will be paid
to Exhibitor's preference, final say in space allocation lies in the
Organizer. The Organizer also reserves the right to change the space
allocated when it deems necessary for the general interest of the
Exhibition. The Exhibitor shall not sublet the space allocated or use
space at the Exhibition Venue other than that allocated by the Organizer
without prior consent from the Organizer.
4. Terms of Payment
a. 50% of the stated costs shall be paid on application of space booked.
In case the payment is overdue, the Organizer shall have the right to
re-allocate the space originally alloted to other companies.
b.The Balance 59% shall be pald 75days prior to the opening date of
Exhibition. In the event of default in payment by the stipulated date
the Organizer shall have the right to refuse participation of the
rGu4u'in Exhibitor and to claim all dues from the defaulting
Exhibitor. y
c. Upon full payment, the Organizer shall issue to the Exhibitor an
entrance permit for allowing personnel and exhibits of the latter to
enter the Exhibition Venue.
5. Withdrawal by Exhibitor
a. In case of withdrawal, the Exhibitor shall serve notice to the Organizer
in writing.
b. For the cancellation to be effective, the Exhibitor must receive a
written confirmation from the Organizer and effect a payment of the
following fees to the Organizer
Time of




value payable to Organizer
I. Within 30 days of signing contract
II. Within 45 days of signing contract
III.With in 60 days of signing contract
IV. Over 60 davs of sicmina contract
V. Notwithstanding clauses (I), (II),






Payment of the above fees by the Exhibitor to the Organizer can be
deducted from the deposit where applicable.
6. Transport of Exhibits
a. Exhibitor shall bear the responsibility and expenses for the transport
of exhibits to the Exhibition Venue.
b. Exhibitor shall make his own arrangment for storage and ware housing for
their exhibits, empties, and packaging materials before, during and
after the Exhibition.
c. Exhibitor shall remove his exhibits and decorative items from the
Exhibition Venue within the period stipulated by the Organizer and shall
indemnify the Organizer for any loss by reason of the delay or damage to
the Exhibition Venue.
7. Rrparh nf P nnfrarf
In case the Exhibitor fails to observe and perform any of the terms of this
contract, the Organizer shall reserve the right to terminate the contract
and all rentals paid by the Exhibitor to the Organizer will be forfeited
Exhibitor shall furthermore indemnify the Organizer for all losses and
damages resulting from such failure in observing or performing the terms of
this contract.
8. Chanqe of Date and Venue
The Organizer reserves the right to change the date and venue of the
Exhibition should that be required by circumstances. The contract shall be
considered to remain effective for the new date and venue provided the
notice of change is related to the Exhibitor one month before the changes.
Q Failure nf
In case of cancellation or suspension of Exhibition due to force majeure,
war, fire, earthquake, adverse weather, strikes or by reason beyond the
Organizer's control, the Organizer shall not be liable to any loss incurred
upon the Exhibitor. The fees paid to the Organizer according to the
contract may be refunded in part or in total to the Exhibitor at the sole
discretion of the Organzier.
10. Security
While the Organizer shall take up the necessary security precaution in the
interest of the Exhibition as a whole, the Organizer shall not be liable
for any loss on the properties of the Exhibitor, whether it be before,
durina and after the Exhibition.
11. Fire Prevention and other Regulations
All Exhibits, materials and fittings used or displayed ip the stand must be
properly fire-proofed and in accordance with whichever local regulations
that are applicable.
12. Insurance. Liability and Risks
Exhibitor shall insure, indemnify and hold the Organizer and the venue
owners harmless in respect of all costs, claims, demands and expenses for
incidents incurred by staff or agent of the Exhibitor upon any person or
things at the Exhibition Venue during the Tenancy agreement.
The Organizer shall not he held responsible for damages to exhibits due to
theft, loss, fire, natural calamities and vandalism. Exhibitor is strongly
advised to insure their exhibits or other valuable properties placed at the
Exhibition Venue.
13. Vpnnp and Vphiip Prnnprt v
Exhibitor should take all necessary precaution to prevent any harm done to
the venue and venue property. The exhibitor is liable to compensate for
any damage done to the venue or the venue property.
14. Refusal of Admission
The Organizer shall reserve the right to refuse any person admission to the
Exhibition Venue on the request of the Chinese authorities or in the
interest of the Exhibition.
15.Supplementary Clarses
The Organizer shall reserve the right to issue supplementary regulations in
addition to those in the TERMS OF CONTRACT to ensure the orderly management
of the Exhibition. Any additional written regulations shall form part of
the TERMS OF CONTRACT and thev shall be binding on all the Exhibitors.
APPENDIX 13
Evaluation Questionnaire for an Exhibition






China Council for the Promotion of
International Trade, Shanghai Sub Council
Shanghai Centre for Scientific and
Technological Exchange with Foreign Countries
SUPPORTERS:
Shanghai Textile Industry Bureau
Textile Engineering Society of P R China,
Shanghai Branch
Shanghai Garment Industry Corporation
Rof F'TlF.-fma C)
v Pvh i i -f-f-n-c
PleaoG complete this questionairer so that we may know your vi0w arid improve.
A copy of the result of this questionaire will be sent to you as an
Questicnaire C Please K y %tere appropriate)
1. Is it your first time to rarticinate in an exhibit inn in rhino
7. How rVa vnn finb Eho mm! i Ev nf fho ci fnrc i-n rhi noTnv Pan
flrvY Fair Bad
1. How rVn vnn Finr? fhp rmmbor nf mini ifiaf nicifnrc i~r fhi nTnv Q AO
Clr-x Sufficie.n1 Sral 1
4. What do vou think about the size of the China market for vour nroducts?
Wor)i i ri Smal'
f
5. Do you think your Chinese buyers are taking the exhibition seriously and
ttt m.T 1 f o c !=jr rrrrvxv+- :r ra f- 00? trvto 1 O
f Tn ixTht- rVn ;nn Fhinlr Phi nTpy 1 RA liqq hoi rpfl Vf
i. Increase your sales.
ii. Promote your company image.
iii. Make known the products you offer.
iv. Evaluate the potential of your- product in the China marke
v. Meeting your potential buyers from all over China.
None
Vii.Other
7. Are you satisfied, with the work done by the organizer's?
Yes No
by the Chinese Sponsors and supporters?
Yes No
8. What are the areas which you think China Tex 8 84?
i. deserve compliments?
ii. need improvements?
9. Are you interested to join future ChinaTex organized by the same organizers
in China?
Yes No
10. Because of the 2 American Textile Machinery Exhibition International in
Spring and Fall 1985, sore exhibitors suggest ChinaTex be repeated in
early 1986. Please give your view.
i) ChinaTex in early 1986 Yes No
If No, wheal do you think is the appropriate time for the next
ChinaTex?
ii) Year Month
11. The suggested place for next ChinaTex is













1. Adsale Exhibition Services, Project Executive:
October 22, 1984; March 16, 1985
2. Hong Kong Trade Development Council, Manager:
March 1. 1985
3. Pan-Vision Exposition Limited:
Director: February 13, 1985
Deputy General Manager: February 13, 1985
4. SHK International Services Limiteds, Sales Executive:
February 1, 1985
Exhibitors
1. Ever Fair Paper Company Limited, Sales Executive:
February 8, 1985
2. Screw Fastener (HK) Company Limited, Marketing
Manager: February 15, 1985
3. Tai Tung Industrial Equipment Limited, Sales Engineer:
February 27, 1985
NOTES
Notes to Chapter One:
1. Interview with Adsale Exhibition Services, March 16.
1985
2. Fair's Importance Fades, Business China, May 14,
1980, P.68
Notes to Chapter Two:
1. Lawrence Fung, ed., China Trade Handbook, Hong Kong:
The Adsale People, 1984, Chapter 12
2. Annex G-4, Guidebook on Trading with the People's
Republic of China, Bangkok, Thailand, 1983
3. Chen Muhua, Major Reform of China's Foreign Trade
System, PRC Quarterly, January, 1985
4c Lucian Pye, Chinese Commercial Negotiation Style,
Cambridge, Massachusetts: Oelgeschlager, Gunn Hain,
Publishers, Inc., 1982
5. E. Jerome McCarthy, Basic Marketing, Illinois: Richard
D. Irwin, Inc., 1981, Chapter 16, Page 432
6. Indicated by the Managing Director of Fairmont
Advertising Limited (an advertising agent for the China
market) through personal interview
7. Same as 6
8. Interview with Screw Fastener (HK) Co. Ltd.:
February 15, 1985
9. Lawrence Fung, ed., China Trade Handbook, Hong Kong:
The Adsale People, 1984, Chapter 22
10. William Mclnnes, A Conceptual Approach to Marketing
Theory in Marketing, Illinois: Richard D. Irwin, Inc.
1964
11. George Risley, Modern Industrial Marketing, United
States: McGraw-Hill, Inc., 1972
Notes to Chapter Four:
1. All information in this section was revealed from an
intensive interview with the General Manager of
Pan-vision Exposition Limited: February 13, 1985
2. Information in this part was revealed through interview
with the assigned Supervisor's Assistant of Shenzhen
Municipal Industrial Development Service Company
3. Interview with Tai Tung Industrial Equipment Limited:
February 27, 1985
Notes to Chapter Five:
1. Interview with Hong Kong Trade Development Council:
March 1, 1985
2. Press release on schedule of exhibition by CCPIT, PRC
Quarterly, January, 1985
3. Interview with Deputy General Manager of Pan-vision
Exposition Limited: February 13, 1985
4. Interview with Tai Tung Industrial Equipment Limited:
February 27, 1985
5. Same as 4
6. Interview with The Adsale Exhibition Services: March
16, 1985
7. Same as 4
8. Same as 6
9. Interview with the Deputy General Manager of Pan-vision
Exposition Limited: February 13, 1985
10. Partially obtained from interview with The Adsale
Exposition Services: March 16, 1985 and partially from
the market rates the writers obtained from various
service institutions such as forwarding companies,
insurance companies etc.
Notes to Chapter Six:
1. Decision of the Central Committee of the Communist
Party of China on Reform of the Economic Structure,
PRC Quarterly, January,1985
2. Press release by Chen Muhua, Wen Wei Po, April 1, 1985
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DATE: JANUARY 14-23. 1985
日 期 一 九 八 五 年 一 月 十 四 日 至 廿 三 日
PLAOF: 3-1. BLDG.. NO. 7. BAGUALING





8:30 A.M.- 11:30 A.M.
2:00 P.M.- 5:00 P.M.
±FA
国 际 先 进 工 业 技 术 设 备 展 览 会
我 〔 们 〉 参 观 了 您 公 司 的 展 览 ， 对 下 列 产 品 有 兴 趣 ：
绝 缘 耐 温 胶 布 、 收 缩 管 、
偏 光 薄 膜 、 妒 散 薄 膜 。
直 流 马 达 与 精 密 小 型 马 达
半 导 体 及 集 成 同 路 用 封 装
绝 缘 材 料 。
光 电 感 应 装 置 、 计 量 机 及
转 数 表 。
无 段 变 速 机 工 业 控 温 仪 表 及 热 电 偶
电 磁 离 合 器 （ 张 力 控 制 用 〉 工 业 用 刀 具
7
秦丨暴春称址名地立立单单
所 晨 系 统 — 电 传
参 观 者 姓 名 ：
我 〔 们 〉 对 您 司 的 展 品 有 下 列 意 见 ：
要 求 资 料 已 于 害 屮 〇
其 他
经 手 人 ：
中 國 深 圳 經 濟 特 區
國 際 先 進 工 業 技 術 設 備 展 覽 會
CHINA SHENZHEN SEZ
INTECH '85





SHENZHEN MUNICIPAL INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT SERVICE CO.
SHENZHEN IMPORT EXPORT SERVICE CORPORATION
GENERAL ADVISOR:
SHFN7HEN CITY INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT COMMITTEE
INTRODUCTION
Industrial development has recently become Shenzhen SEZ's
prime concern. China Intech '85, endorsed fully supported
by the municipality's leading authorities,is the first exhibition
of its kind to meet this concern and is to be held in Shenzhen
ir» larniarv 1 985
Shenzhen is one of the most active trading centres in South
China. It has a high degree of autonomy in entering into
joint ventures with foreign companies. The US$2 billion
worth contracts signed have created a great demand on
technology, equipment and material supplies for various
industries.
Besides acting as a model for other regions in the economic
development of China, Shenzhen is the place to introduce
and import technology and equipment to other provinces
in China, the place where representatives from all provinces
and major cities of China come to establish their branch
offices. The municipality can almost be named as the
Purchasing Agent of China.
Have your products in the China Intech '85. Show them to
the 'Purchasing Agent of China' where an immense market
of great potential is waiting for you to develop. Introduce
them to the potential buyers and visitors delegated from all
SEZ's, the 14 coastal open cities and business communities
of over 30 other cities, and establish a long lasting business
connection
Experience a new era for your business.
VISITORS BUYERS
Invitation through relevant authorities, potential customers
from the 5 special economic zones (Shenzhen, Zhuhai,
Shantou, Xiamen, Hainandao); the 14 coastal open cities
(DaHan,Qinhuangdao,Tianjin, Yantai, Qingdao, Lianyungang,
Nantong, Shanghai, Lingbo, Wanzhou, Fuzhou, Guangzhou,
Zhanjiang, Beihai) and the business communities of over 30
other major cities will visit the China Intech '85.
It is well known that the 5 special economic zones operate
under a far-reaching government policy. Similarly, the 14
coastal open cities mentioned above have been chosen to
operate under this same policy.
SCOPE OF EXHIBITS
Advanced machinery, equipment, production facilities,
materials and technologies that help to improve productivity
and up-grade product quality in production process, focusing
on the following industries:
: Electronics Industry
: Electric Appliances Industry
: Machinery Industry
: Packaging Canning Industry






CHINA SHENZHEN SEZ INTECH '85
maiional Industrial Technology Equipment Exhibition.
VENUE
Bagualing Industrial District, Shenzhen SEZ, PRC
DURATION OF EXHIBITION
Date: January 14-23,1985
Time: 8:30 A.M.— 11:30 A.M.
2:00 P.M.- 5:00 P.M.
RENTAL RATE
Package Space






company identification panel in Chinese English
carpeted floor
two fluorescent tubes
one 13 amp single phase socket
one information counter
one chair




(stand construction fixtures and fittings will be the
responsibility of the exhibitor).
Corner Booths
Additional Charge of 10% over fixed rate.
Any late or special arrangements will be subjected to an






Pan-Vision is currently organizing various industrial exhibition
and seminars in China. We also have had experience of
organizing The International Building Decoration Materials
Construction Equipment Exhibition in Shenzhen in early 1984.
Co-organizers
Shenzhen Municipal Industrial Development Service Co.
Shenzhen Import Export Service Corporation
General Advisor
Shenzhen City Industrial Development Committee
PROMOTION
Extensive pre-exhibition promotional compaign towards
potential buyers will be organized jointly by:
1. Shenzhen Municipal Industrial Development Service Co.,
2. Shenzhen Import Export Service Corporation,
3. Pan-Vision Exposition Ltd.,
and endorsed by
The Shenzhen City Industrial Development Committee.
We offer our assistance in the distribution of product
catalogues to potential Chinese buyers before the exhibition
opens.
Exhibitors are requested to send to the organizer no later than
October 31,1984, detailed brochures, product catalogues and
price lists of the products they intend to exhibit.
EXHIBITION GUIDE
Printed Exhibition Guides which include a list of exhibitors'
names, addresses and exhibits will be distributed to the visitors
during the exhibition.
Advertisement spaces in the Exhibition Guide are available at
the following rate:
Full Page (8% x 11%) Rate 12 page















The above rates do not include artwork cost. Application
forms for advertisement space are included in the
Exhibitors' manual.
TECHNICAL SEMINARS
Exhibitors can have the opportunity to hold seminars during
the exhibition, thus allowing the company to introduce its
products and technology through lectures, film shows, demon¬
strations and discussions to Chinese end-users.
Cost: US$400.00 per seminar to include:
approval of proposed seminar
- seminar invitations to appropriate Chinese Officals
renting of seminar room
overhead projectorslide projector
loudspeaker system, furniture fixture
SERVICES AND ASSISTANCE
Services
Simplified pre-exhibition trading arrangement
Complete set of guidance (administrative details) to
exhibitors
Approval of your exhibits from the Chinese government
Complete logistical arrangement for offstand negotiations
24 hour security
Regular stand cleaning
Utilities (water and electricity supply)
Arrange international leasing companies to provide leasing
services to potential buyers.
Assistance From the Organizer
Visa applications
Accommodation and travel arrangement in Shenzhen
Arrangement of interpreters
Translating and printing of promotional materials on an
actual cost basis
Complete instructions from Official Forwarder on the
transportation of exhibits
Guidance from Official Contractor on individual stand
design and decoration
Hiring of extra furniture and electrical fittings
Guidance from Official Insurance Agent
Telephone Service
BOOKING OF EXHIBITION SPACE
Application: Fill in and send the application form before
Nov. 15,1984 to PAN-VISION EXPOSITION
LTD, together with a brief list of intended
exhibits. (Application by telex on or before
Nov. 15, 84 is acceptable.)
Confirmation: A written confirmation of your application
will be issued accompanied by our debit note.
Payment: Within 1 week of the confirmation of your
application, 50% deposit of the total rental
fee must be made by a crossed chequebank
draft in favour of Pan-Vision Exposition
Limited. No space will be assigned until the
deposit is received. The outstanding balance
must be settled by Nov. 30, 1984.
Space Booking Close Date:
November 15, 1984.
enquiries
Please direct your enquiries to Mr. Henry
Pan-Vision Exposition Ltd.






國 內 各 省 市 之 經 委 、 計 委 及 有 關 人 士 將 應 邀 參 觀 展 覽 會 ，
並 會 洽 購 展 品 。 他 們 主 要 來 自 深 圳 、 珠 海 、 汕 頭 、 厦 門
及 海 南 島 五 個 經 濟 特 區 ， 以 及 最 近 對 外 開 放 的 十 四 個 沿
海 城 市 ， 另 外 ， 三 十 多 個 工 業 城 市 之 有 關 單 位 ， 亦 會 派
員 前 來 參 觀 及 洽 購 展 品 。
展 品 範 圍
先 進 生 產 技 術 、 生 產 設 備 、 工 業 機 械 及 材 料 ， 以 提 高
下 列 行 業 之 產 品 質 素 及 生 產 效 率 ：
電 子 業
電 器 業
包 裝 及 製 罐 業
貪 品 製 造 業
汽 車 製 造 業
紡 織 業
印 刷 業
石 油 化 工 業
其 他 輕 工 業
展 覽 名 稱
中 國 深 圳 經 濟 特 區 國 際 先 進 工 業 技 術 設 備 展 覽 會 。
地 熬
深 圳 八 卦 嶺 工 業 區 。
曰 期 、 時 間
一 九 八 五 年 一 月 十 四 至 廿 三 日 。
主 辦 機 構 ： 薈 博 展 覽 有 限 公 司
協 辦 機 構 ： 深 圳 市 工 業 發 展 服 務 公 司
深 圳 市 進 出 口 服 務 公 司
大 會 顧 問 ： 深 圳 市 工 業 發 展 委 員 會
宣 傳
龐 大 之 展 前 宣 傳 活 動 ， 將 由 主 辦 及 協 辦 機 構 在 國 內 大 力
推 行 。 各 參 展 商 可 透 過 薈 博 展 覽 有 限 公 司 ， 在 展 前 將 有
關 之 產 品 詳 細 說 明 書 送 到 買 家 手 裏 。 參 展 商 請 盡 早 於
一 九 八 四 年 十 月 卅 一 日 前 將 一 百 份 下 列 資 料 送 到
薈 博 展 覽 有 限 公 司 ：
〔 一 〉 公 司 介 紹 資 料 ，
〔 二 〉 展 品 說 明 書 ，
〈 三 〉 展 品 價 目 。
服 務
簡 化 展 前 貿 易 程 序 。
向 中 國 政 府 申 請 批 准 展 品 入 口 。
安 排 攤 位 以 外 之 貿 易 洽 談 。
安 排 國 外 租 賃 公 司 爲 買 家 提 供 租 賃 服 務 。
預 訂 攤 位 手 續
請 塡 妥 附 頁 之 參 展 表 格 ， 連 同 展 品 名 稱 ， 於 一 九 八 四 年
十 一 月 十 五 日 前 寄 回 薈 博 展 覽 有 限 公 司 。 展 商 亦 可 於
十 一 月 十 五 日 前 利 用 電 傳 預 訂 攤 位 。 一 半 之 參 展 費 請 於 收
到 薈 博 之 通 知 後 一 星 期 內 繳 付 ， 始 可 獲 得 分 配 攤 位 ， 餘 額
請 於 一 九 八 四 年 十 一 月 册 日 前 淸 付 。 付 欵 請 用 劃 線 支 票 ’
銀 行 本 票 ， 抬 頭 人 爲 薈 博 展 覽 有 限 公 司 。
詢
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薈 博 展 覽 九 號 東 華 大 夏 - 六 〇 一 室
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